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Abstract 
It is desirable that an ad hoc network should have a provision of Quality of 
Service (QoS) to support realtime applications. However, the provision of QoS in 
an ad hoc network is a challenging task due to its inherent eharacteristicc— In this 
thesis, we are mainly concerned with the provision of QoS in an ad hoc network 
that can be provided either at the network layer or at the fedar,rn Access Control 
(MAC) layer Specifically; we are interested in designing a protocol that is capable 
of providing QoS in terms of end-to-end delays. In order to design such a protocol, 
we analyzed end-to-end delays, throughput, and loss probability for IEEE 802.11 
DCF, which is often used as a MAC layer protocol in an ad hoc network. We 
analyzed IEEE 802.11 DCF trader saturation and nonsaturation conditions. To 
validate the analysis, we carried out simulations and observed that the simulation 
results are in accordance with the analytical results. However. IEEE 802.11 DCF 
does not have an inherent support for QoS, therefore, one needs a protocol for the 
provision of QoS. We proposed a protocol for the provision of QoS that uses IEEE 
802-11 DCF at the MAC layer. In the proposed protocol, the source identifies 
multiple node-disjoint paths to the destination such that each path satisfies QoS 
constraints in terms of the delay requirements of the application. We evahnated 
the performance of the proposed protocol using simulations and observed that 
the proposed protocol outperforms the existing protocols in terms of QoS success 
ratio. 
On the other hand, IEEE 802.11e EDCA has an inherent support for QoS. It, 
provides a differentiated QoS using different. access categories for different types 
of trafhc. We analyzed IEEE 802.11 e EDCA under saturation conditions. Dur-
ing the analysis, wn focused on the average throughput and end-to-end delay 
incurred by a packet along a multihop path from a given source to a destina-
tion. To validate the analysis, we carried out simulations and observed that the 
iii 
simulation results are in conformance with the analytical results. Further, we 
proposed a QoS aware routing protocol for an ad hoc network that rises Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) k-s a MAC layer protocol. AVe observed that 
the proposed protocol [)Prfurnis b tter as compared to the existing protocols in 
terms of QoS success ratio. 
iv 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
All a](i hoc network ('aIl be torII1e(1 tihoIlttu(ol1sl} and OIl the fly without ai re-
quired intervention of a centralized infrastructure or a centralized access point. 
Such networks fin(] their applications ill hat tlefield communications where the 
soldiers ulee(l to decide for a defense or all offense. search and rescue Ilulsslons 
where the comes unication infrastructure is destroyed, riot control and law en-
forcement where only law enforcing people need to communicate and others are 
not allowed to (io so to prevent Spre 1(liuI; of rumors. Further, people may form 
an ad hoc network to communicate in convention centers, online class rooms. 
and conferences without routing their calls through the available infrastructure 
to save time and money. I'hus. an ad hoc network nla.v provide a cost-effective 
and cheaper way to share information among many mobile hosts. 
All ad hoc network possesses Inany peculiar characteristics that differentiate 
it from other types of networks. The trnWsn1ission range of the devices used 
to forlil an ad hoc network is lillmite(1, therefore, paths between an arbitrary 
source and a destination consists of multiple hops. There are no separate routers, 
therefore. the devices Used to form such a network need to relay the packets of 
one another towards their ultimate destinations. 'hue (levices are often operated 
through batteries. the depletion of the batter- power may cause failure of Modes 
1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
and associated links. The nodes lnav hove about rauclomly. and therefore. the 
topology of the network varies dvnaniically. 
There are multimedia applications such as t/uleo-on-Demand (Vol)), t oi(•e 
over IP (VoIP ). online network gainer, live sporting event. Internet Protocol based 
Television (IP-TV). which require some form of Quality of Service (QoS). Specif-
ically. these applications often re(Iiiire it certain iiiiiuillltiiii I)aiiclwi(lth and are 
delay sensitive. Therefore, to rt1I1 them successfully-, the network sllolticl provide 
QoS in terms of bandwidth and delay guarantees. It is desirable that an ad hoc 
network should have it provision of QoS to support these multimedia applications. 
1.1 Motivation 
As inure and Vlore applications are added on top of an a(I hoc network. it is 
increasingly ililportalit that an ad hoc network provides QoS. Ilowever, the pro-
vision of QoS is not an easy task due to the following characteristics of an ad hoc 
network. 
• No centralized infrastructure: An ad hoc network operates without 
a required intervention of a centralized infrastructure or all access point., 
therefore, a scheme or a protocol used t.o provide QoS should not rely on a 
centralized Hifra5triictt1rc. 
• Limited transmission range: The transmission range of the devices used 
to form an Rd floc network is limited, therefore, paths between it given source 
and a destination often consist of multiple hops. The QoS provided by the 
network depends on each hop along the path. 
• No separate routers: There are no separate routers, therefore, nodes need 
to forward the packets of one another towards their ultimate destinations. 
Absence of separate routers Iuakes the provision of QoS in an ad hoc network 
more complex as compared to other types of networks. 
u 
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• Limited battery power: The devices used to form an ad hoc network 
are often operated through batteries whose power (lepletion iitav cause the 
ilc>cit,  »zicl as-teiat.e(I link failures. 
• Dynamic topology: Nodes may move about ran(loinly, and therefore, the 
topology of the net«-Ork varies (lyttaIiificallV. A cltattge in the topology may 
trigger the QoS paths t  be re(liscovere(l which is it (•ost.l.N' phenomena. 
• Partial topology information: Int an all hoc network, the information 
available at a node about the topology of the network is only partial, specifi-
cally. a node knows only about its neighbors. Therefore, the protocol should 
be (listril)tit(,(I and Sl►nti1(1 not require the complete inforinatioit about the 
topology of the network to be available at a centralize(l node. 
The above characteristics make the provision of QoS in an ad hoc netork a 
challenging task. There are many issues related to the provision of QoS in it 
mobile act hoc network. For exraitlple. suppose there is a path t that satisfies the 
QoS re(hhit-ylhIetts of a flow (>f l'u•ketti. if the path fails (either ctltt0 to failure of a 
link caused by movement of a node from its position or chic to failure of a node 
caused by its power (leI)letion. it, inay llapl)ehl that the path may (-ease to provide 
the QoS after its repair or the new path obtained after initiating a route discovery 
may not be able to satisfy the QoS requirements of the application. There are 
ittatiy other issues related to tlte provision of QoS in all ad lto(c network. Itt [1]. a 
survey of the issues and the research related to the provision of QoS carried out. 
1)y (lifh'r('IIt res(ar(l►('rs frottz (lif here u t p('r-'p(•(•tiv('5 is pr('ti('11t('(1. 
Iii what follows, we describe the objectives of the thesis. 
1.2 Objectives 
In this thesis. we are jut crested in the design of a protocol for the provision of QoS 
in all all hoc network. Before (lesiguuittg a protocol that is capable of providing 
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QoS in terns of either end-to-end delay or throughput, it seems better to analyze 
these parameters for the network where the protocol is needed to deliver the QoS. 
Such kind of analysis nlav- give an idea about whether the network is capable of 
delivering the desired QoS, and if yes, then. in what circumstances. In other 
words, c►ne needs to analyze th(' effect Of nc'tW(a•k cotnl)oueitt.s (sia'hi as no(ies. 
links, MAC and physical layer protocols). area of deployment of the network. 
and characteristics of the traffic oil the desired QoS. The provision of QoS can be 
accomplished either at the network layer or at the NIAC layer. Furl her, a routing 
protocol may utilize the combined features of the network and MAC layers for 
providing QoS. Such a protocol is called a cross layer protocol. 
III Illost of the cases. an ad floc network uses IEEE 802.11 Discrete. Coordina-
tion Function' (DCF) as a 11ledium Access Control (I\IAC) layer protocol. One 
of the objective of this thesis is to investigate whether one can provide QoS in an 
ad hoc network that uses IEEE 802.11 DCF at the MAC layer. For that, 1)ttrpos('. 
we are interested in analyzing delay incurred along a path from a given source 
to a destination and the througltl)ttt. 1lon.'evet. DCF does not La-,re an inherent 
provision of QoS. Therefore, if one wishes to have a provision of QoS in all ad 
hoc network that is using IEEE 802.11 DCF, one is required to use a protocol 
explicitly that takes care of the desired QoS. For that purpose, we are interested 
in designing a protocol that llii, a I)rovisioI1 of QoS in an ad hoc network that 
vises IEEE 802.11 DCF at the MAC laver. 
Alternatively, one may use IEEE 802.11e Enhanced Distributed Channel Ac-
cess (EDCA) which has all inherent provision of QoS by dividing the traffic 
into access categories. Another objective of the thesis is to analyze delays and 
throughput in an ad hoc network that uses IEEE 802.11e EDCA at the MAC 
'IEEE 802.11 provides another coordination fuvlctioii called Point Coordi,lution. Function 
(PCF). however, PCF is available in infrastructure mode only, mid therefore, it is not suitable 
to form an ad hoc network. On the other h nd. the devices using DCF can be configured in ad 
hoc mode. 
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layer. which has a provision of cliferentiated QoS. 
On the other hand. there are some research works describing the use of Time-
Division 1Llultiple Access (TD\IA) as a MAC' layer protocol in an ad hoc network. 
Another objective of the thesis is to examine whether there can be a provision of 
QoS in all ad hoc network that uses TD\I A at the MAC layer. For that purpose. 
we are interested in designing a protocol for the 1provision QoS in such all ad hoc 
network. 
111 what fh)llows. we l)rieflV dlescrilbee tllc' Vorks reli-it('(I to the provision cal QoS 
in an ad hoc net,,,vork that nlav use any of the aboveentioned MAC layers. 
1.3 Related Work 
For the sake of ease of understanding. we divide the related work into the fol-
lowing subsections: (i) IEEE 802.11 DCF. (ii) QoS and IEEE 802.11 DCF, (iii) 
Differentiated QoS and IEEE 802.1 le EDCA. (iv) TDMA and QoS. We discuss 
each of them n as follows. 
1.3.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF 
\Le divide the work related to IEEE 802.11 DCF into the following categories: 
(A) Single Ilop Networks. and (B) Multillol) Networks. AVe discuss the work 
related to each of these categories as follows. 
A. Single Hop Networks 
The analytical models for single hol> networks can be further divided into two 
classes: (i) Saturation. and (ii) Nonsaturation. (Under saturation coi1(litiolls, the 
queues of Ilodes in the network are never eml)ty i.e. there is atleast one packet 
in the queue.) We describe each of these classes as follows. 
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(i) Saturation 
In [2]. an analysis of the throughput of IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation 
conditions' is carried out using a Conyi'nuoms Ti'iae Markov Chain (CTMC) 
model. This n1odel was well accepted and the works appeared later extended 
the Illodel in it number of ways. Therein, the channel is assuIlled to be perfect 
i.e. there are no bit. errors and no capture effect. "1'lic analysis is carried out only 
for a single hop Wireless Local Area Network (XVLAN), and it does not, take into 
account multiple hops along a path. 
A fixed point analysis of IEEE $02.11 DCF for a single cell \VLAN is carried 
out in [3]. \vliicll is a. formalization of the analysis presented in [2] using fixed point. 
theory. It has been pointed out that the results obtained using CTI\1C model 
can also be obtained using the fixed point analysis. Specifically, it is shown that 
the expression for transmission attempt rate or steady-state probability that the 
packet is transuhittc(l after it finite number of attem pts. sa\, .\I. comes out to be 
the same as in [2] for M = x. Therein, the throughput (and not the delay) of 
IEEE 802.11 DCF is analyzed tinder saturation (connditioIns. Similar to [2], the 
analysis in [3] is also for single hop \VLANs. 
A finite retry limit analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation is carried 
out in [9]. Therein. an expression for (•ohIi )11tn1g the delays in ter111s of the collision 
probability and contention R'1ndow is presented. However, the expression for 
conlputing the delays is not unified and is split alllollg a couple of steps. Further, 
the expression can only be applied for a single hop network. An analysis of the 
distribution of IEEE 802.11 DCF 11AC access delay is described in [10] under 
saturation conditions. 
Illc•orporatint the ('fleet t1 cslaslllcl ('1lO1; is ]1Ot ,► I1li1j01. i"1(' iI5 it has ;Ll1(' L(1y 
been dealt with by several researchers assuming the probability of bit errors. For 
'Under saturation conditions, the queues of nodes in the network are assumed to be never 
empty i.e. there is at least. one packet in the queue. The terms "saturation" and `nousaturation•" 
Correspond to "intillite load and •`finite load" reshect ively. 
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Table 1.1: A summary of models for IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation condi-
tions for single hot) networks. 
Aathors 	 Basis Focus Assumptions 
Bianchi [2] 	 Marko- Throughput Infinite retries, ideal 
Chain channel. no capture 
KIIInaI' et al 	 .3] 	FixedPoint "l'1roMg1IJ)lIt. Finite' retries. ideal 
Analysis channel, no capture 
Chatzimisios cat al [9] Markov Delay Finite retries, ideal 
Chain channel, no capture 
Zheng ct al '13] Generating Throughput \I/ G/1/K queue, 
Functions and delay imIIperfect channel 
example. a saturation throughput analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF that incorporates 
the effect of channel errors and capture effect is carried out in [11] under Rayleigh 
fading environnment. An analysis of delay and throughput, of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
With fading channels undersaturation conditions is carried out in [12]. An anal-
ysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF for imperfect. clialimiels is presented in [13]. In [14], a 
performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF in the presence of transmission errors 
is carried Out. 
There are miscellaneous works related to the analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF um-
der saturation conditions. Some comments on the analysis of saturation through-
put of IEEE 802.11 DCF with freezing of hacicoft counters are provided iii [15]. 
A backoff algorithm and a DT\IC model is proposed in [16]. Design and I)erfor-
mance analysis of an enhanced MAC algorithm for IEEE 802.11 DCF is described 
in 17]. An analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF with stochastic reward nets is carried out 
in [18]. An analytical modelfor bidirectional multichannel 802.11 DCF (named 
Bi\IC\IAC) using stochastic reward nets and \I/G/1 queue is proposed 	1191. 
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An analytic model for evaluating the queueing delays at nodes in an IEEE 802.11 
MAC based wireless net work is presented in 1201. where each tlode is modeled 
using a G/G/1 queue. A sHIi1i1iPry of soriw of the models of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
under saturation is given in Table 1.1. However, all these models consider only a 
single hop "LAN and do not provide any expression for computing the end-to-
cencl delay and throughput for a intlltillop network. 
(ii) .'D,.sat.usnti.of. 
In nlonsaturat.ion conditions. the load on the network is assumed to be finite i.e 
the queues of the nodes caII be eI11pty. All approximate model for nonsaturated 
IEEE 802.11 DCF is l~ropose(i in [23] using the fixed point. analysis. Therein, the 
transmission attempt rate in nonsaturated setting is approximated by scaling the 
transmission attempt rate 1)f the saturated setting with all appropriate factor. 
A11 aiialvtical Iltoclel for IEEE 802.11 DCF with an arbitrary buffer size under 
nonsaturation conditions is proposed in [2-1] which combines a CTMIC model [54] 
with MI/G/ 1/K queueing model. II1 other words, the queuing is coupled with the 
l)aCkotf process. 'I.11e service tiluic is a..ssunied to be the eapec•ted titrte incurred 
in transmitting the packet by the MAC layer, and the probability that no packet 
arrives during a slot time depends on t 11e packet arrival rate and the slot size. A 
queuing Iilo(lel for a Unite load 802.11 DCF is presence( In [25] where each node 
in the network is modeled as a G/G/1 queue. The queuing is coupled with the 
hackofi process. 'I'lcc analysis in [25] is an improvement of their own work pre-
sented ill (20L. A PH/ I'H, 1 queueing model for finite load IEEE \VLANs using 
phr1.>e type distributions is proposed in ,261. 
A nonsat tiratioci tltrotlglllltrt analysis of IEEE 802.11 I)CF that incorporates 
the died of ('Iiautuiel error- and capture effect is carried ottt in [27] under Rayleigh 
fading environment. A comprehensive analysis of IEEE 8()2.11 DCF using a 
perfect. channel and a slow Rayleigh fading channel is carried out, in [28] under 
finite load wn(litiDll. Therein. a network comprising, of only four nodes with a 
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Table 1.2: A summary of models for IEEE 802.11 DCF under nonsaturation 
conditions for single lloi) networks. 
Authors Basi.5 Focus Features 
Zllao et al [23] Fixed Point "1,11r01g}DlIt Scaling of 
Anal sis and delay attempt. rate 
Duffy et al [33 Markov Chain Throughput Mean Value Analysis 
Alazemi et al ,38] Markov Chain Throughput Heterogeneous nodes, 
(lIlci clela.v feedback queue 
Zaki et al [31] Markov Chain Throughput AEI/G/1 queuing model 
and delay 
Rae et ill ,32] 3-D INIalrk(>v Throughput Matrix analytic 
Chain and delay methods 
specific topology- is considered. an (I therefore. t11e expressions cannot directly be 
applied to a unlltillop network. 
A IIIo(lel of IEEE 802.11 DCF under nonsaturation heterogeneous conditions 
is presented in [29]. A performance analysis under finite load conditions for Inul-
tirate 802.111) is carried out in [30]. All anaal~sis of IEEE 802.11 DCF single ho!) 
\V'I.AN under finite load conditions is presented in [31 ]. All allalysis of IEEE 
102.1 1 DCF under nousalturattlOIl conditions using I11at•rix analytic I1)A thuds is 
carried out in [32]. A performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF under nonsatu-
ration conditions is described in [34]. An ~u►alvsis of unsat titration performance of 
IEEE 802.11 DCF with and without slow contention window decrease is presented 
in 1361. 
Analysis of nonsaturation and saturation perforlllallc:e of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
in the presence of hidden stations is described in [371. A stochastic analysis of 
IEEE 802.11 DCF with heterogeneous nonsaturat.eci nodes is carried out in [38]. 
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The distribution of the time spent between two successful transmissions in a 
nonsaturated IEEE 802.11 1►etwork is modeled in [39J. The collision probability 
of IEEE 802.11 DCF under nonsaturation as a function of the sampling rate of 
the node and the transmission rate is evaluated in [40]. A summary of some 
of the models of IEEE 802.11 DCF tinder llonsaturatlon conditions is given in 
Table 1.2. The models mentioned above are for single hop networks only and 
cannot be applied (lirect-lv to a nM11tilluE) ad hoc network. 
B. Multiliop Ad hoc Networks 
The analvt ic•al models for nitlltihop ad hoc networks can further be divided into 
two classes (i) Saturation. and (ii) Vcinsaturation. \Ve describe each of these 
classes as follows. 
(i) Saturation 
An analytical model for saturation throughput of an ad hoc network where the 
nodes are randomly placed according to a two dimensional Poisson process is 
presented in A.1]. The model does not provide any expression for computing the 
throughput of a multihop path between a given source and the destination. An 
analytical model for computing the throughput along a nitlltihop path in IEEE 
802.11 DCF based wireless networks is presented in [41]. An analysis of colli-
sion probability in IEEE 802.11 based Vehicular Ad hoc Network. s (VANETs) is 
described in [42]. 
A performance analysis and evaluation using a tesL1)esl comprising of 6 nodes 
for a line topology of a multihop ad hoc network is carried out ill [43]. Analysis 
of the tllrougplt. of a path in an IEEE $02.11 DCF 1i1ltihop wireless network 
under saturation conditions is carried out ill [45] and 146]. However, throughput 
alon ; a inultihop 1path is evaluated through simulations only, and there is no 
analytic expression providing the throiug hput. along a I11Ultillo[) path between 
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Table 1.3: A summary of models for IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation condi-
tions for ad hoc networks 
Authors 	I Basis Focus Features 
He et al [41] \Iarkov Chain Throughput. Source-destination distance 
Hira et. al (i.1 1arkov Chains Throughput Intra.-path interference 
Wang et al (51] Markov Chain Throughput 
and fairness 
Specific topology 
It given source and a destination. Also. it ignores the queuing delays. The 
disparity in the througlllnit clue to the coordination problem in CSMA-based 
~I \.0 protocols is addressed in [47]. Therein. an analytical model that takes into 
uc(•ount the donliilat:itlg and Starving flows aIlld predicts the per-flow throughput 
in a H1ultllioh enlvirotinient is l)r(5e11tC(l. 
Apart. from them. there are miscellaneous works related to the analysis of 
IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation conditions for ad hoc networks. For ex-
ample. bandwidth estimations for IEEE 802.11 DCF based ad hoc networks are 
described in [18] and [50]. Throughput modeling and fairness issues in CSMA/CA 
based ad hoc networks are 1)resellte(1 in [51]. Therein, the main focus is oil the 
fairness issues and it is argued that the unfairness originates from the hidden 
node 1)roblem. Analysis of throughput. in nitiltillol) IEEE 802.1111, which uses 
,11111 plr Input Multiple Output (MINTO) at the physical layer is carried out in 
[521 and [53]. Hoirever. these models also suffer from the sarrre Set of prohl(ruis as 
pointed out for the analysis presented in [15]. A summary of anal}'tical models of 
IEEE 802.11 for ad hoc networks ltnder sat ilrat.ion cotl(lit ions is given in I'al)le 1.3. 
(ii) JVottsatura.tiorr. 
A CTMC model for IEEE 802.11 DCF under finite load con(litiotls for an old 
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Table 1.4: A sui uiiinry of models for IEEE 802.11 DCF under nonsaturatton. 
ennaitiflnc few Arl lie „nr«n,l: 
4uthors f3(t.,r., Foc•u. Features 
Pliant [28] 	\Iarkov Chain Throughput MI/NI/1/I 	(fuelling 111o(lel, 
and delay R.ailegh fading channel 
Dolly; et al [56] 	\Iarkov Chain Throughput Post backoff state, 
ailcl delay 111/G/ 1 queueing 1110(11'! 
Sllabdiz et al [55] \larkov Chain Tllroiigput. Fl icl(len terminal problem 
and delay 
hoc Network is presented in [56]. Where queueing delays are modelled using an 
\I/G/1 model. This model is not realistic as it assullles the number of buffers in 
the queue to be infinite. The model also assumes ai post backoll tit ate depending 
on whether the queue is e111I)ty or slot. Further. in an attempt to !model the uiul-
t.ihop delays, all expression for the hidden area of tL node is discussed, however, 
no expression is provided fcor (c>111f)11til1n the delays along it 111111tilloh path. 
A11 analytical model based cell CT)1C' for single hop and multillol) ad hoc 
networks is presented in [55]. Similar to the model presented in [56], it also 
ast.uueS an M/G/1 queuing model for a node. i.e. I lie effect of the finite number 
of buffers has iiol f,ecii taketl into account. Secondly, the model tries to address 
hidden node I)FOl)lPnl. however, it sloes not address how one can co111pute the delay 
or throughput. for a nitlltillop path bet veen a given source and a destination. Also. 
it lacks to address the effect of the transmission mull e and carrier sense range of 
nodes on the delays and throughput. A sumniary of analytical models of IEEE 
802.11 for ad hoc ilet.ww•orks tinder lloutiatt1rat ion conditions is given in Table 1.4. 
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1.3.2 QoS and IEEE 802.11 DCF 
A study about how well IEEE 502.11 DCF' can support QoS is carried out in 
[661. Therein. an analytical model to assess the capability of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
for supporting QoS metrics such as throughput, delay. ,jitter. and packet loss 
rate is developed. Also, it is argued that, the channel occupancy ratio provides 
information al)ollt. the current network status and can be utilized to facilitate the 
provision of QoS. 
At1 analytical model to study the distribution of the L)ackofi delay in IEEE 
802.11 DCF under saturation coIubit.iOIti is proposed in [67]. It enables one to 
compute the probability that the baekoff delay is below a given threshold. The 
distribution of the hackoif delay is then used t.o analyze the cud-to-end delay and 
to propose an admission control algorithm. Achieving delay guarantees in ad hoc 
networks In adapting IEEE 802.11 DCF contention windows is described in [68]. 
Therein, a protocol called Distributed-Delay Allocation (DDA) is proposed which 
provides average delay guarantees to ivialt.inie multimedia ap)[)lic Lions. Using 
adaptive coIntentIoni wII1(lows. t lie packets of flows are selledttled according to 
their individual delay requiremenits. Differentiation D1eclianisins for IEEE 802.11 
based on (i) scaling; the contention vVi11(iu«• according to I he priority of each flow 
or User. (ii) assignment of ihterfrii.Iiie spacings to users, and (iii) iI1iLXiInUn7 frame 
lengths. are proposed in [69]. 
In general. QoS in kid hoc networks is studied by many researchers. For ex-
ample. a routing with probabilistic delay guarantees for wireless ad hoc networks 
is proposed ill [70]. The probabilistic delay guarantees are base(1 oil channel state 
information. A 11lu1tiF)atIl Qu5 routing with route stability for mobile ad hoc 
networks is presented in [71j. A joint, admission control and rate policing proto-
col called :M1llti-Pr1.WAt;y :ldocri.s.szon (lad Rate Control (\IPARC) is proposed in 
[72]. MIPARC guarantees that the throughput of admitted real to e, flows NN-ill 
not decrease (lite to newly arrived real time flows with priority less than or equal 
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Table 1.5: A sI11Illllar1' of research for provision of QoS using IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
Authw-s QoS »actrics Focus 
Zhai ,66] T11rouh11l)ut, delay, jitter Channel occupancy ratio 
Bancll et. al [67] Delay Distribution of backoff delay 
Yank et al [72] Delay Adaptive CW 
Aad et al [69] Delay and thl•oug111ut. Differentiation mech'1Bill 
to previously admitted flows. A summary of the research reluttcd to the provision 
of QoS using IEEE 802.11 DCF is given in Table 1.5. 
1.3.3 Differentiated QoS and IEEE 802.11e EDCA 
IEEE X02.11 DCF clueS nut. have all iii1lerciIt support, for QOS, therefore, One 
needs an explicit, protocol for the provision of QoS. On the other hand, IEEE 
802.1le EDCA provides a differentiated QoS using different, priorities to clifl'ererrt 
access categories (ACs) of the traffic. ' laiiv researcher's have focused on the 
analysis of IEEE 802.1 le EDCA. A model for analyzing saturation throughput 
and delay performance of IEEE 802.11e EDCA assuming an ideal channel is 
presented in [77]. An analysis of the Medium Access Control (MAC) access delay 
for IEEE 802.1le Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) Iltve•m1anitiiII 
under saturation is proposed in [78]. The model tries to ilicorl)orate the effect. 
of AIFS. C\V. TXOP and backoff nlultiplier differentiation on the MAC ac•c•ess 
delay. 
A saturation throughput. analysis of IEEE 802.1le EDCA is earriec out in 
[79] and [80]. A simple model for IEEE 802.11e EDCA for MAC parameter 
optimization is presented in [82] and a How level analysis of EDCA ,parameters is 
carried out in [83]. An aumalvtic ail model for IEEE 802.11e EDCA under saturation 
conditions is proposed in 841 . A delay model for IEEE 802.11 is proposed in [85]. 
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A fixed point analysis of single cell IEEE 802.1 le \VLANs froI11 t he  ii  viewpoint of 
uniqueness and inultistability is carried out in [86] under saturation conditions. 
A throughput and delay 1110(1 l for IEEE 802.1 le EDCA under nonsaturatioit 
is proposed in 87]. All analysis of delays for IEEE 802. l le EDCA under finite load 
C'C)IIC11tions is C'aI'Iied out III X88] using M/G/11 ((uueuing model. A IloIgsa(;iTl'ati0Ig 
and saturation analysis of IEEE 802.1le EDCA with starvation prediction is 
carried out in ,891. Delav and throughput. analvsis of IEEE 802.1 le EDCA under 
nonsaturation is presented in [90] and tllc' analysis of total delay including the 
(~ueuuug delay of EDCA is described in 91]. A delay analysis of IEEE 802.11 
EDCA under noisaturatiov conditionss is described in [92] for voice and data 
traffic. A queuing-Inodel based analysis of IEEE 802.11 EDCA is described ill 
[93] under nonsaturation conditions. Au analysis of IEEE 802.11e EDCA under 
nonsaturation conditions based on 1I/G/1/ h queuing model is carried out in 
[94] . 
As mentioned above, the effect of differentiation based on TXOP in IEEE 
802.11e EDCA is analyzed in [78]. A performance analysis and optimization of 
the 802.1le EDCA traIIsuilissiotl opportunity (TXOP) mechanism is described 
iI1 [95]. The effect of TXOP limit on transmission time modeling in 802.11e is 
presented in 961. 
Performance analysis of priority schemes for IEEE 802.11 and 802. lie are 
studied in [98], where priorities are batted on differentiating the rnininpunli size 
of contention window, the window multiplying factor, and the retransmission 
limit. A differentiated services model for EDCA called DS-EDCA is proposed in 
[99]. which enables one to have either strict priority or weighted fair service. All 
analytical Illodcl to colllpputt,e the throughput of IEEE 802.11e EDCA assunhiug a 
nonideal chainiel is described ill .1(O] . 
A prioritization scheme to iuuiprove QoS in IEEE 802.1Ic EDCA networks is 
proposed in [101]. A delay-based admission control niec1Ianisin for oiultinletlia 
scup>lport. in IEEE 802. l le wireless LANs is proposed in [102]. An RTS/CTS based 
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Table 1.6: A suniiilary of research relate cl to dift('reuutiated QoS using IEEE 802.11 
EDCA under -,at ilratioll c'Ondlt lolls 
Atcthn,, 	 QoS irnct,tc.c5 D?j c1rnt2ation 
Xu et al [78] Delay AIFS. C\V. TXOP 
Hill et al [77] Delay and throughput AIFS. C'\V 
Tantra et al ;1U-1] Delay and throughput AIFS. C\V 
'Table 1.7: A suniiiiary of research related to differentiated QoS using IEEE 602.11 
EDCA under nonsaturation conditions. 
Authors QoS metrics Difere,ttiation 
Serrano et al 87] Delay and throughput AIFS. CN' 
Vassis et al [88] Delay AIFS, C ' 
I_iigelstad et al ,J1; Delay and throughput AIFS. CW 
a(llilission control for Voice over IP (VoIP) over IEEE 802.1 le \ULAN is described 
ill [103). The research related to differentiated QoS using IEEE 802.11e EDCA 
tinder saturation and nollsat.urat ion conditions is summarized) in Table 1.6 and 
Table 1.7. respectively. However, all these analyses are for a single hop network 
ulii1• and do not, consider multiple hops from a given source to a destination. 
1.3.4 TDMA and QoS 
Mall} researchers have focused on 11w use of TDNIA at the MAC layer of all ad 
hoc network. and also tried to investigate how one can provide QoS in an ad hoc 
network which is based on TDMA. A QoS routing protocol based oil TDI A is 
proposed in [115]. For providing it QoS path and to reserve the required )lumber 
of time slots, the protocol, therein, utilizes one-hop neighborhood information. 
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:1 cnl,--laver protocol that lilt ('grates routing allci the \IBC' lavers called 
Delay- Guaranteed Ilnnuting and MA C (DGI1.A 1) protocol for wireless sensor net-
works is proposed in 1` 8], which uses 'CDI\•IA at the MAC layer. The protocol is 
based on the slot reuse to reduce the access (lelays and ensures that the access to 
tlie channel is coittcnt ic)u- fr ' . A fraul( wOrk f(tr (•c►lIflict -free seiicccptlin, lit itsyll-
chronous TDIA networks is proposed ill 1261. The framework contains scheclt1l-
ilig algorithms that try to I11IIi1lniz(' the overhead. III [1271. it Discrete Time 
Markov Chain (DTMC) I1lo(lel is tlse(i to aialvze rlul-to-chid (ielaV ill wireless nnll-
tihop networks for two MAC schemes, namely. Ill-please TDMA and slotted Aloha. 
Therein, the en(i-to-clelaV is modeled by decomposing a one-dill1elisiollal network 
or lisle topology into isolated nodes and each node is modeled as it. GI/Geo/` 1 
quelling svSteIll. 
Most of the models of IEEE &)2. 11 DC'F and IEEE 802. lie EDCA described 
above do not provide analytical expressions for eo1upunb1b ell(i-to-e11(1 delays along 
a uniltillop path from it given source to a destination. Also, these models lack to 
address the effect of transmission and carrier sense ranges of nodes oil elld-t.O-C11(i 
cielays and tilrollgi1I)ut. In this t.11esis, our iiiain focus is to discuss the provision 
of QoS ill an ad hoe network. III order to design it protocol for the provision of 
QoS, we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF and II;EE 802.11e EDCA which can be used 
as the \I AC layer  )rot O(•ul5 ill a ii ad hoc network where there can be inultihop 
paths between a given snuice mid a (lestiIlation. Further, we try to a(1(lreSti t11e 
effect of transmission1 hinge and carrier sense range of nodes ill the network on 
the average end-to-end delay. throughput and loss probability. 
Ire what follows, we briefly describe the contributions made in t his thesis. 
1.4 Contributions 
The I licsi,, is organize(1 into seven el121ptyr~. The contributions nlacle ill the thesis 
are as follows. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
• I11 Chapter 2, we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF for an ad hoc network un-
(ler sat urati.ou conditions. We focus on the average end-to-end delay and 
throug11)11t, for a single lulp its «ell as multiple hops along a pelt it from a 
given source to a (Icstillati)n. AVe study the effect of collision probal)il- 
itv, t raiisi111ssioI1 atteIlll)t rate, the transmissioI1 range/carrier sense range 
of n (l( . ; 11(1 the number of buffers in the queue. To validate the analy- 
5i~. \t( ( lrric'ci (alt, simulations and found that the analytical results are in 
accordance with the sitnulalion results. 
• In Chapter 3, we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF for ail ad hoc network under 
ftoiz.5ataration conditions. III our analysis. we foots oll the average ellcl-to-
ellci delay and throughput. for it network consisting of single hop as well as 
multiple hops along a path front a given source to a destination. Vice study 
t lie (11, (•t of collision I)rdl)aiili1 V. t r?1n511li~yiun all('Iul)t rate, t lie I ra11s111is-
sion range/carrier sense range of ilocles. and the number of buffers in the 
queue. The simulations results are in conformance with the analytical re-
sults. 
• lit Chapter 4, «•e propose a QoS aware routing protocol for a mobile A hoc 
network using IEEE 502.11 DCF at the MAC layer. In our protocol, the 
source identifies multiple Ilocle-disjoint paths that satisfy QoS requirements 
in terms of el►cl-to-en(l delays. We evaltiat ('d the performance of the 1)rOtoCOl 
using simulations and found that the proposed protocol outperfoi'nis the 
existing protocols in ternnis of QoS success ratio. 
• I11 Claaj)a.t.er 5. we describe a model for the analysis of IEEE 502. lie EDCA 
fc)F an ad hoc iletwork. Our iiiodd is based on t lie clifrercnt iatioll of Con-
tenti.on. Window (C\V ). and Arbitration Inter-Frame Space (AIFS). During 
our analysis. we focus cnl the average cud-to-end delay and throughput. To 
validate our analysis, we carriedl out simulations and found that the re- 
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suits obtained analytically are in accordance with those obtained through 
sinnilations. 
• In Chapter 6. «-e propose a routing protocol that tries to satisfy the QoS 
requirements in terms of end-to-end (delays of a How of packets in a TD\IA 
based ad hoc network. In our protocol, the source tries to identify a path 
that satisfies time delay rectuirenicr►ts of an application. To study the tper- 
formance of our protocol, we carried out simulations and observed that 
the proposed protocol performs better in terms of QoS satisfaction ratio as 
compared to the existing protocols. 
Finally. in Chapter "i, we conclude the thesis and point out the work that may 
be carried out in future. 
Chapter 2 
Saturation Analysis of IEEE 
802.11 DCF 
Generally. at the medium ucccss control (MAC.') laver, the protocol used in an 
ad hoc network is IEEE 802.11. In this c•11apter. we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF 
for an ad hoc network under saturation conditions where the queues of nodes are 
2es1i1nEC1 to be never e1i1rcv. 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
Iu IEEE 802.11. there are t«-c.► basic lBeehanitills for accessing the medium called 
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination. Function. (PCF). 
The PCF is a centralized protocol that is able to support collision free and time 
bounded services, however, it, is available in infrastructure mode only. On the 
other handl. DCF is a rafclolh access scheme Which is based on the Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access (CSAIA) with Collision Avoidance (CA). II1 an ad hoc network, 
since the devices are configured in ad hoc mode. therefore, DCF is used as a basic 
access mechanism. 
A model for analyzing,  saturation throughput of IEEE 802.11 DCF is presented 
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ill _21. An analysis of the saturation throughput of single cell IEEE 802.11 wireless 
local area networks (\VLA\s) is described in r3] which verifies the analytical inociel 
prese'llt I'd in 121 and provides some of he r insights using a fixed point formulation. 
A number of analytical models that are based on the model presented in [21 
are proposed ill the literature. A review of anal t.ical models that are based on 
Iilearl field theory is carried out ill [33]. and it is pointed out that. the analysis 
presented in [2] is also haS('cl on the mean field lo[arkQa models. Some remarks 
on the analysis of 80)2.11 DCF are made in [6]. All analysis of end-to--end delay 
and admission control in 802.11 DCF \VLANs is curried out in [65]. Estimation 
of end-torend delays ill IEEE 802.11 Illultihol) %vireless u('tworks is l)rc'seIltecl ill 
[19;. 
Analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF is carried out ill [55] and [56] for all ad hoc 
network. which address hidden area. of a node. however, there are no expressions 
for computing ('11(l-to-ellci delay and throughput along a nmlt.ihoh path between 
a given source to a destination. Secondly, a node is modeled as an M/G/1 queue 
i.e. the number of buffers are assuixied to be infinite which is not a realistic as-
sulupt ion. Thirdly. both t he models lack to address the effect of the t.rallsinission 
range and carrier sense range of nodes on the delays and throughput. 
In this chapter, we present all aoalvsis of IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation 
conditions for a unfit jib!) ad hoc network. As opposed to the models presented 
in [5 ~. and [56], we take into account the effect of the transIuission range and 
the carrier sense range of Modes. \\ focus oil the average euld-to-cI1d delay, 
throu<ghl)ut and the loss probability along a Inultihop path from a given source 
to a destination. In our analysis, we decouple the queuieluig delays from the 
delays experienced I>v a head-of-Bute (FIOL) packet at the MAC layer. This is 
done in order to keel) the analysis clear aulci easy to ullicerstaIlq. For modelling 
the qucueluig delays at the network laver. we employ a finite butter \I/\I/1/K 
queueing nlodel' 
'If one wishes to use another uwciel, say for example \I/G/1/ K, one can simply plug in the 
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c 
Figure 2.1: The carrier sense range. r:~ _ :3r, where .3 = 2. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 contains Irellingar-
ics, that is. the network model and a brief (description of t lie IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
Itl Section 3, we present an analysis of the delays and throughput of the single 
hop network. In Section 4. we extend our anal sis to a mttltiltop network. In 
Section 5. we present results and cliscussioIl. The last section is for conclusion. 
2.2 Preliminaries 
In this section. We describe the network model used and1 a. brief overview of the 
IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
2.2.1 Network Model 
Let there be an ad hoc network with ii nodes uniformly and raiidoiitly distributed 
in a region of area. I. Each bode is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna 
and has a transmission radius r. Let the signal power at the transinittitug node. 
P(x = 0). be T. The signal power at a distance a: froiii the traiisnrittitig node is 
given by the following cx1tes•ion. 
P( ` ) 	r^ 	
(2.1) 
expressions of loss probability and waiting time. The rest of the analysis shall remain the same. 
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Where. -1- is called Path loss eLpOTie?tt, alicl V~tt'ies from 2 to .5 depending tup)otl the 
environment. The transmission range is the maximum distance beyond which 
the transmitted signal cannot, be decoded successfully by a receiver. 
Beyond the transmission range. the signal inav collide with signals transmitted 
by other noclees. The maximum distance from the transmit t ing node upto which 
the carrier cat  1)( seltse(I. irrespective of whether it. can be (decoded or not, is 
called the carrier .sense ravage. The carrier sense range of each node is denoted 
by r~... and is assumed to be J tines the tralismission range. In other words, 
i j = 1
C.S 
r 
(2.2) 
where .1 > 1, and is generally taken to be equal to 2. Figure 2.1 shows a node 
where .3 = 2. Let us call the nunll)er of nodes per unit. area as the node density 
of the network i.e. the node (tensity is. (= a . The I umber of nodes that are in 
the transmission range of a node including itself is vt, = (.,.2 , and the number 
of Ilo(les 1ving in the carrier s-tisinng range Is 
1, = 
	
(2.3) 
The nuIlli)er of neighbors of a node that are lying within its trannsVtission range 
is i' . — 1. Similarly. the number of neighboring nodes lying within the carrier 
sense range of the rlode is v(.. 	1. 
2.2.2 An Overview of IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordina- 
tion Function 
The basic Inechanisuit of IEEE 802.11 DCF is as follows. A node intending to 
transmit to one of its neighbor ill its transmission range. senses th( channel. If the 
node finds the c'l1allnel idle for a certain alllount, of time. called Distributed Inter-
Frame Space (I)1F5). the no(le transmits the frame. Otherwise, if the node senses 
=\\•e use time notation v and r.,.,, interchangeably, to denote the number of nodes lying in the 
carrier sense range of a node. 
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the channel busy iiiiluediately OF c1uriMg the DIFS. the node continues to monitor 
the channel until it finds the cllaullel idle for a DIFS tiluc. .Jiist after the expiry 
of DIFS. the node generates as random backoff interval. The backoff 1neclixr1isrr1 
used in DCF is called ('apon(-rnoal r-andoin ba.ck-of. At each packet transmission 
atteflil)t . I lie 11ll111I)('r of I)d('k )i1 slots is ('11Os('A l)V gelierat ing, a random 1Nttllt)cr 
Which is tulifOrinly (ii~tril)lite(I in the range (ft it , — 1). The parameter, lu, called 
the contention witfclow-. depends on the Bur111)ei ()f tm1isillision vlttetiipts failed 
for the packet. At the first f rr)Zlsrnissi(zil at t e8j)t, ir• i5 set equal to a value CII 
called the I11iI11I1Illlll contention wH11(ow. After each unsuccessful t.radsnfissiorv, ui 
is (1(ul)le(l. 111) to a maximum value CLL'ruax = 2mC~«iniin. The values of CVV 
and C11-I';,N (.as defined in the standard [ 1) are specific to time phy.sicri.l. (PHY) 
layer. For ex<ulllple, for Fvrqucrzc y Hopped Spread-Spectrum (FHSS). the 802.11 
staIldard specifies CIT ,77;r, = 16. CU t,,,,, = 1024. and the slot tittle, cr = Slis. For 
Direct Sequence 5l)vrcd Spectrum (DSSS). these 1)~i1' 11u't(~rs are: Cl V, = 32. 
= 1()24. and a = 20ps. 
The node decrements the I)ackofI counter as long as it senses the channel idle. 
Time node freezes the counter when it (letects it transmission on the channel front 
another node which is inside its carrier sensing range. The node reactivates the 
(o11R(1 «-hell it senses the channel idle again for more than a DIFS. The Mode 
transmits when the l)acicoff counter reaches zero. Note that after sensing the 
channel idle for a DIFS. waiting for a random amount of time before transmitting 
the frame musing the rMeellarlislll of random backoff. the protocol tries to minimize 
time 1)rohahilitv of collision. This is called time collision avoidance feature of the 
protocol. In ad(iit1011. it hole must, wait for it aanclufn backoff' tittle between 
transmissions of two consecutive new packets, even if the node senses the channel 
idle for a DIFS tine. This is re(lUired to avoid the pheruottieioi of channel capture 
bti it single Ilo(le. 
The CS\I A,/CA does not rely oii the xcpal)ilitv of individual nodes to detect 
it collision 1) ' heariuig their own tra.ns111issions. tilerefre, the (lest•ilmation node 
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transmits all Acknou-lcdgcnrcnt (ACK) to signal the successful reccl)tioii  of the 
packet. At the end of the packet, the destination node transinits the aCI\ after a 
period of time called Short Ifltc•r-Frame Space (SIFS). As the SIFS together with 
the propagation delay is shorter than a DIFS. no other node is able to detect 
the channel idle for an amount of time that. is equal to a DIFS, until the end of 
the ACR. If the transmitting Hole does not receive an ACK within a specified 
ACK-T,,,ftout, or it detect s t lie transmission of a ciifferellt packet on the channel, 
it resc11ec1111e, the packet transmission according to the given l,eIc•kQfE rules. This 
mechanism i-, known <iS t the basic (t(cu.SS Mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
To mitigate the effect of hidden terminal prob1cin. IEEE 802.11 DCF staix-
card defines an wiclitionA nIedIanisyH using Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-
To-Send (CTS) control I)ac•ketS. 'I'Ile niec-lianisin. generally called as RTS/CTS 
mechanism. is optional to 11.se. and is as follows. A node that needs to transmit a 
packet waits until the channel is sensed idle for a DIFS, follows the llackoff rules 
as (lescril)eci above, a11t1 «-hell the 1 ac•koff is over, transmits an RTS instead of 
transmitting the actual packet. 'ITic RTS is heard by all neighboring nodes that 
are lying in the tr1lnsymission range of the node. Vl'11eii the receiving node detects 
an RTS frame, it responds. after all SIFS. with it CTS which is also heard by 
the neighboring nodes lying in the vicinity' of the node t.ramisiilit.fing the CTS. 
When the station who sent an RTS receives a CTS from the receiving station, it 
transmits the actual frame after an SIFS. 
The HIS and CTS fraiiit's contain the !exigt 11 of the frame to he transmitted. 
All stations hearing RTS/CTS transmissions update their 1Vetwor'k Allocation 
Vector' (NAVs). which contain the information about the duration for which 
the channel will he occupied by the pair of stations. A station that is hidden 
from either the transmitter or the receiver can delay its transmissions to avoid 
the collision by hearing RTS/CTS frame~. Using R'I'S/CTS mechanism, one can 
Iuitigate the effect. of Ind(Ieli terminal problemll. however, it is advisable for the 
transmissions of large packets. If one asses nes perfect channel sensing by all 
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stations, collision-, may occur when two or more stations transmit their frames 
at. the same time. If the transmitting stations emUploy RTS/CTS INechanisnl. 
collision occurs only for RTS frames, and it can be detected by the lack of CTS 
respoi1S('s. 
WWc «•iSll to I1lUc1cl aver~l2c' ►'I1►1-1o-en(1 (IelaVS t hat, it packet ilia'' experience 
while traversing from the source to the destinatX)1I. For that. we first. analyze 
the delays incurred along a single hop I)atll ani(l then we shall extend the analysis 
for end-to-end delays along a 2iiUlt.i1uop path. III what follows, we analyze delays 
incurred along it single hop path. 
2.3 Single-Hop Analysis 
W1'c first ?litUli.-rald t 1►e (l( , lr►V. 	dIlcl t llrcnit;ll})1►t In it illgle-liol) I1ct.work i111e1cr sat.li- 
ratioll conditions. Note that delays incurred from it node to the next. Ilocle on the 
path conSISts of the following types of delays: (i) C[tletleiIlg delays, (ii) traIismis-
sion delays, (iii) contention delays. and (iv) propagation delays. In what follows. 
We Model these coIitI)oneults. 
2.3.1 Contention Delays in IEEE 802.11 DCF 
III this slll)sect.ioll. we analyze tllc' contention dc'laVS involved in IEEE 802.11 DCF 
when a node transmits a frame to one of its neighbor lying within its transmission 
range. For that, purpose, we study time behavior of a single node and compute the 
steady state I)rohal)lllt' that the no(1e transmits it packet in a ra1i(aon1ly chosen 
time slot.. This j1toie1Dilitg is indepen(lent of the access lVecliani52►► ('1ll)loyecl i.e. 
the basic or'with RTS/CTS. 
Let ("11?(.T = 2...C1 t ?rttg: • X121(1 let Al hd the Ilia\lIl1llII1 IidI11)er of retries. i.e. 
after .11 retries either the frame is sent successfully or it is discarciecl. Let 1'V( be 
the I111111I11t1I11 contention villow, i.e. CI ,,,;,, 	It , and for jtll retry, let. 11', be 
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the contention window such that [t = ?,,,,,, °' IT o, where j = 1...., Al, and M 
is the retry limit :'. The average contention n•illclow for jth retry is 1 ~. 
Let p be the probability that a packet suffers a collision, and let it be coistalnt 
and ili(lepen(leIlt. of the number of retransmissions uuc1ergoI1e. III other words. 
the prol)aI)ility, p, is assumed to be il1dcpc:nc1ent. of the backoff stage. The 1)rol)-
ability. 1). is calk(l conditional probability of collision, which tiieans that, it is a 
probability of collision seen by it l)a(1cet. that is being translllitt.ecl on the channel. 
Alternatively, 1) is the probability that a transIllission attempt by it node fails 
clue to a collision. WWe wish to find the steady state probability that a station 
transmits a packet in it ran(lOnllV c1105(0 slot. time. Let the steady state prob-
ability l)e represented by -. Clearly, the stead state probability depends upon 
the conditional probability of collision. p. To find the steady state probability. 
WC ( 11si(li-r the fOlh)vi11g 1)a('k-olf 1)aralln tc•rs for ('a(hl iidC1e: (i) the I11axiwuli1 
number of retrausinissioI1 attelnl)ts, :'A1. after which the fraIlle is transmitted suc-
cessiullyi or is discarded. and (ii) the average back-of! willcIow on tennis of the 
number of slots), G l = tt;' , at the jt.11 t.raHrsnrvissicn 21tlrcllll)t. 
Let R be tlle number of attempts required to transmit. a packet, and Al be the 
lll2iYll1ll1111 lili1Hhyi of tr2rlsnlssh)a1 attempts for a i)d(ket. The average number of 
transmission att.(luptS needed to tralltilnit the packet is as follows. 
E[RJ = 1+p+p2 +...+1,M 
1 — l~~t►+I 
_ 	 (2.4) 
1 — 1) 
Let, b be t Ile average size of t lie backoff window (or the backoff duration in t(rII1s 
of the number of slots) for the jt.hl t,ransillission attempt . Let. .1 denotes the total 
time duration spent by the packet in the backoff 1)1(5S. True average tittle spent 
3The exponential distribution of the r()nte!ntiol) window is due to the backoff pro(c•diu•e 
followed in IFEf: 802.11 DCF. IIi other words. after an unsuecessfiil transmission attempt by a 
Rorie in the network, the contention window is doubled. '1'f►erefore, it is also called exponential 
backoff procedure. 
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in the backoft process to traitsInit the packet iS as fo110 vs. 
E.1]=ba+pbl+P'b.,+ ... +p.~1bM• 	 (2.5) 
It ~ 	_ .)mini J.rn 	 r where, b~ = 	[ l'j 	 l I ;~ for j = 1.....11. and in is such that C I t „mIx = 
Put t,ilig the values of 1, r . Nve have. 
E[X] = b() ± pb l +1)`'b.) + ... +1):~r l~,~ l 
110 	1t'1 	.) 11 "> v1 
_ 	x-11 	+11` 	+... -1.11 
~.~ 
_ 	
) +/ ? 
 11 11 	/ , 2 11 0 + ... -}- err: 2" 1 V () + Ilr,i~ l 2m I 1 ~, + ... -{ 1.11.
2,n 1 l (1 
= 1 ~° { 1 + 2 + 221)2 + ... + 2H~1) „+ + 2m j,1+1 + ... + 2p'} 
= 1loo { (1 + 2p + 221,2 	...2rH 1p„U 11 + 2"'1/„' (1 + P + 1)2 ... + J,,~-1-„z) } 
nn-1 	 ll—m 	 J 	 \ 
21p' + 2rr~P ,,1 	1), 
ii 	Ii — (21,)»~ 	,,, 1 — 1,u-71,-1 
2 	1-2/) - 2 1 	1 _ 1) 	 (2.6 )  
After t raiisnnilt 1 1117 a packet. t lie node repeats the backoft procedure to transmit. 
the next packet. Hence, the transmission of it l)acket. can be considered as an inde-
pell(lent and icielltically (listrillte(1 random process. The number of at teN1l)ts to 
transmit it packet. R. can be viewed its it rcirald il.9S0e1Fete(1 with the rc7ce'1(1(Al cycle 
of length X. 1 sillg the 1•rncwal-re(vard theorem [3], the steady-state probability” 
that a packet is traIlsn itte(1 (or the tn"Ills11iissio11 cltt ,elllj)t. rate) is given by 
E1?] 
=  T 	EX] 
I-10f 
_ 1—p — 
1Q 	1—(21))"' + .]»t pm I P1'' 	 (2.7) 
Simplifying (2. 7), we get. 
2(1 — 2p)(1 — j"1) 	
(2.8) i • {(1 — (21,)rr,)(1 — p) + 2"1,,,1(1 — 1,.~1-r„+1)(1 — 21,)} 
'The -transmission l )roba1)ilit v [2] is also called -transmission atten)1)t, rate" (3]. Although, 
we prefer to call it "transmission attempt rate rather thaii "transmission prOl)alility", however, 
both these terns are used interchangeably. 
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We Nvish to compute delays for t.rallsmit.t ing a ipacket. from one node to a 
neighboring node i.e. for a single hop. and we shall extend our aiialysis for a 
path that In iv consists of multiple hops from a given source to a destination. For 
that purpose. let. Its consider whatll). y happen ill it randoINly chosen slot time. 
A. mentioned earlier. the hrohilhility 1) that a }packet translnitte(1 by a node suffers 
a collision, is the j)rol.)al)ilit t that at least one of the remaining (v — 1) stations 
transmit in the same time slot. If all stations tranlsltlit, with the steadystate 
probability 7 . the ttrohahilit v of collision. t.'.  is given by the following expression. 
p = I — (1 — T)v-1 
	
(2.9 ) 
Let Pt, he the probability that at least one station transmits a packet in the 
eonsitgerecg slot t.uiie. Since there are v stations contending for the channel, and 
each trauslllits with a probability r. therefore. Pt,. can be written as follows. 
P11. = I — (1 — T)v . 	 (2.10) 
Let Ps be the probabilit.v that a transmission occurring on the channel is 
successful, which is given by the probability that. exactly one station transmits 
oil the channel. conditioned on the fact that at least one station trallslnits, i.e.. 
P, 
vi- (1 — 
1 — (1 — r)v 
(2.11) 
To obtain the average length of a slot time". note that the slot, time is empty 
with prol)ability 1—Ptr . it contains successful transmission with probability Ptr Ps , 
and it. contains a collision with probability 1;.,. (1 — I', ). Therefore, the average 
slot. tinge is given by, 
E[slot] = (1 — P1,.)cr + Rr 1'.:1., + P.,.(1 -- FIS )T'. 	 (2.12) 
5Like other author~ such as j2}, we have used the terns "slot. t.itiie to denote the time ligC'elrTe.t 
by a node in transmitting a packet. 
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Using the expressions of Tr and l P, in terms of the steady state probability, T, as 
given bar (2.10) and (2.11). respectively, we have. 
E;SIot] 	_ 	(1 — 	' a + v 	(1 — T)v-1 7, + 
L
! 1 — (1 — T)V — 117 (1 — T)v 	11 T(. 
~r _ 	(1—)"(a —TT.)+1,17(1— ;)"-'(T,- 7~.)+7~. (2.13) 
where, 7; is the average time the channel is sensed busy clue to a successful 
transmission, and T(. is the average time the channel is sensed busy by each 
station during a collision, and cr is the duration of an empty slot. Note that the 
values of L and 1~. depend uupon the c•llailnel access iiiecliaiiisii► i.e. whether basic 
iiiechanisin or with RTS/CTS. Iii case of the basic access Inechan isni. the values 
of T and 7~. are as follows. 
1-1+P 
Is 	= tnlr-s + C, 
Cd 
I ,,,s 	 H + I' 7~ ` 	_ 1 DIFS + C,t 
ACK  
+ f + tSIFS + 	+ F C, 
+c (2.14) 
where, II is the packet header. I' is the payload in number of bits, C,t is the 
capacity of the link (in hits per seconn(i) for data channel. and C. is the capacity 
for control channel. The header H consists of H = PHY1, i,. + \IACh,jr , and the 
payload includes the IPi„ ir . The sV nihol f denotes the propagation delay. In case 
of RTS/CTS access mechanism, collision can occur only on RTS fraine, therefore, 
the values of 1'. and T are as follows. 
r« 	 RTS 	 CTS T 	_ <<>>FS + C, + ( + t5}.5 + 7_,r` + c ± t'U C, 
H+P 	 ACK 
+ 	+ I + tSIFS +  (! 	 C (`. 
rrs RTS I;, 	= t►)IF S ' 	+ c (2.15) 
Note that (2.12) gives all expression for the average slot time in terns of 
the stea(ly state probability that the packet is t.ransmit.tecl. We now have the 
following lenuna that gives the expression for the average slot tunic in tennis of 
the collision probability. p. 
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Lemma 1 The average slot time can b ra7,r( .ssed as follows. 
Eclo1j=(1—j,)t~(C-1)+v{(1—p) 	(1—p)= }(T, — I~)+7'.. (2.16) 
Using (2.9). we have. 
— 	= 	F). 	 (2.17) 
Or, 
= 1 	(1 — >>)~ 	 (2.18) 
Rearranging (2.17). we have. 
	
(1—;)=(1—p)i*i. 	 (2.19) 
Multiplying the L.H.S. and K.H.S. of (2.18) and (2.19). we get. 
(1 — T)" = (1 	1))(1 — 
(1 — 7,) i T . 	 (2.20) 
\VET fo«• have. 
r.; (1—;)',_1 = v-r(1—p) 
= v{1—(1-1}(1-1~) 
= v {(1 —p) —(1 — l)~-~ } . 	 (2.21) 
Using (2.12), (2.2W, and (2.21). we get (2.16). 
The average MAC delay for a suc cesshilly transinit.tecl [mine is (1c'1inec1 to be 
the time interval frcriii the tirire the frame is at the head of the queue and is ready 
to be t.ransiiiit t ed. until an ac•lcr►owle(lgenlent  for this packet is received. For 
computing the average packet delays, We use a Iiietlio(i similar to ;J] and [104]. 
If a frainie is dropped because it. has reached its, specified retry limit, tlie delay 
for this packet will not be included in computing the average delay. The average 
packet delay. F[D]. (provided t lint this packet is not discarded. is as follows. 
E[D] = E,X ].E[.slot] 	 (2.22) 
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where. EX ] is the average nullll)er of ,lot t hues required for successfully tra11s-
niit-tilig the frame, and E[slot] is the average slot, Lillie. '1'lle value of E[X] is 
given 1>v (2.6), and E[lot] is given by (2.13). 
2.3.2 System Throughput 
I11 this St11)scct1011. we aillaIV7.(' the 5Vtit1'111 throug111)l1t. L(~t (.) be the system 
throughput. which is given lid• the follo~vimig expression. 
0 = 	 P,Pr,.H;[P] 	 (2.23) (1 — P,,.)a+Ptr Ps L+P fr (1 — Ps ) 
where, E[P] is the average length of the packet. iIleliltIillg time header. Using 
(2.10), (2.11). and (2.21). we have. 
r/T (1 — T )v 1 E[P] 
U — (1 — T)" (T + r/T (1 — T)"- 1 . . 	[ 	( 1 	)"- ll 	
(2.24) 
The following lenlsumn gives all expression of the syste111 t.lrollglipllt in ter1115 of 
the collision prohahilit.v. 
Lemma 2 The system throughput is given by the following expression. 
— 	 r' (1 — p) — (1 — 1~) Y } E[P] 	
(9.25) 
(1—p) 	(cs—T.)+r/T{(1 — 1)) — (1 — v)}(7 - 1',.)+1',. 
Rearranging the ciellolllillatolr of flue R.H.S. of (2.21) as ill (2. 13). we have.. 
= 	 yT ( 1 — T )7-1 	l .'] Q 	 , 	 E~ 
(1 —T) (a—T: )+ VT (1 — T)
r 1 
(T, — 	
(2.26)
T,)+T. 
Using (2.2u), (2.21). anid (2.26). we have, 
r/ { (1 — y) — (1 — p) ` t/ ' } E[P] 	 (2.27) 
(1—p)v-1 (a—+vT{(1-1,)—(1—p)~1}(TS —T)+T 
I11 what follows. we analyze the ctueucing delays using a ill/.1J/1 7K model. 
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2.3.3 Queueing Delays 
Let the packet arrivals to it nodeand t he service by the node be Pooisson or 
raril(loro processes. In ut her wor(Is, the inter-arrival tidies and inter-service tidies 
follow all exponential distribution. Let ,\ be the arrival rate of packets at it node 
and /1 be the service rate of the iio(ie. Let the ratio of the arrival rate and the 
service rate. often called utilization., be rel)1eseiite(l by /). i.e. p _ . Let the 
number of bhft'ers at the hode he he finite and equal to K. A newly arrived 
packet when all buffers of the ciuetu' are occupied. is lost and never conies back. 
We assume a First.-Conic First-S( ~ive (FCFS) service discipline. The difference 
c)f the timeinstants «•lied it packet enters to the c{tteue and when it heccnttes the 
IDOL packet is called the waiting time at t1w queue or the (Iticuemg delay. The 
},ru1. ability that an arriving packet finds t 1 queue full aiicl is lost is called the 
loss probability. To (•ooiI)tltc the aveatge c1ulE•t1c'iuig dclaNs and the loss 1probability, 
we assiictu' that. an .W .".1I/1/Ii etuteuiein model is followed. Let ir e . I) < i < K be 
the probability that the number of Packets in the queue is i. 
The loss prvbabi1iu1 is t lie prl>al)ilitv tltrtt an arriving I) uket finds all buffers 
ill the queue full. Iit )t 'lit r «-orris. the 1(155 I)r( )lrihilit\. 7rL. 	K , which is as 
follows. 
 " 	if 0 < p < I ;.r. . _ 	 (2.28) 
} 	i f 1) = 1. 
The average number of packets in the systeiti. X. is given hV. 
\ — 	_ (K 11)r,", •' if 	
` 
U <) < l 	
2. J 
if p= 1. 
The average «•.aitili tunic in the eeetie is given by, 
—tt` 	if 0<p<1 
It = 	l	 (2.30) 
Li if p— I. 
The derivation of the above equation is givers in Leuibml}L 3 in Appendix. 
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Table 2.1: Different paraiiieters and their values for IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
Parameter Value Remark.' Explanation 
\1AC Hdr 24.727tr.s 3.1 	1)vtces (34 x 8 	1)its),,/(11MThI)s) 
PHY Hdr 11.636/i.c 16 bytes (16 x 8 	bits)/(I1 \Ihhs) 
1 DII:S 128us 
tSIFS 28/1.5 
t~ol~ 24Otr.S (112 + 128) bits (2.10 	hit~)/(1M1)1)s) 
t RRTS 28St.1s (160 + 128) bits (1600 	hits)/(1\Ihl)s) 
t CTS 2.10µs (112 + 128) hits. (216 	bit5)/(1\Ihl)s) 
Data Channel 11 Nlbps 
Control Channel 1 MIbhs 
E 1i.4 (AssluIlled) 
Data 744.127tts 1024 bytes (1024 x 8 	hits)/(11M-Ihl)s) 
IP Header 14.545/1.5 20 bytes (20 x 8 	bits)/(11\lbps) 
In w1mt t 1lo s, «-e consider it 1n111tillol) network H 1i(t aiialvze different paraIll- 
et:ers. 
2.4 Multihop Analysis 
For it siiigle hop network, I11e (Hays call he written as follows. 
6 = 6%IAC: + Oq,lPule 
_ 6\1AC + 11:, 
1 	1 	If)" 
(5MAC + i — 1 — t, 	1 _ 
t)
~~ 	 (2.31) 
Let there be h hops between a given source to it destinlationl, and we Wish to 
colnl)ute the end-to-end delay from a given source to a destination. To a first 
approximation. it seems that for olta]1ilg the delay along it lllUlt•11o]) Data1 oIle 
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Table 2.2: Different parameters and their values for FUSS and DSSS. 
Parameter FHSS DSSS 
U 5011.s 20tcs 
16 32 
11,1117 x 1024 1024 
should Sinll>ly multiplyilt 	the number of 11()S «Vith the single hop delay. However, 
it Ina • result an approximation and miot the exact values. Actuall , it part of the 
I1c-eighboritlg no(les of two or Illore adjacent Ilodes lying along al multihop path 
are common among theta which should he counted only once from the point of 
view of contention, however. the simple method mentioned above counts them in 
each hop. Therefore, while computing the eIl(1-to-elld delays along a path one has 
to IIIabe some ad1j11st.IIlent in the average InuIuber of nodes that are conteIlding 
Nvit.h a node in its carrier sensing range. Such all adjustment has heel► des(•ribefl 
in detail in :109]. Therein, the adjusted number of neighbors, V. expressed in 
terms of the original number of neigllburs. r',. is as follows. 
vC,=v(,5( 1— Y) 
	
(2.32) 
where. O 	1, is called an adjustrnncn.t factor. The adjustment factor depends 
oil the number of hops along the path froI t the given source to the destination 
and can 1>e expressed as follows [109].  
l _ 2.1521 ( 1 
	h ) . 	 (2.33) 
T 	/ 
The adjusted value of the average number of neiglshors, v~ ,. is used to compute 
the MAC dryly. Let the modified value of MAC delay be h l A(., the el►d-to-end 
delay along a 111111t111op path 1 is given by 
ZA -= h<> 
Ii b' 	+ 1 I 	( 	f hp"  — 	~',~ 	 (2.34) 
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The probability that the packet is not transnhitte(l at, a node after .l1 retrans- 
niisSiOii5 is p-' 	. The probability that tlh( packet is lost at (-i uOcic chic the buffer 
over1o«• is 7r f; . If t Ise packet i not lost due to t lie buffer overflow. t.lieii only it 
conies in the hands of the \IAC layer, which tries to transmit it. The probability 
that the packet vhicli is not lost c 1i i to buffer overflow is lost dull' to NIAC layer 
collisions at a node is (1 	)1 11 `' . 	 (i) – r~; r 	There are ii ow two c, oases: either the 
packet is lost clue 10 buffer overflow. or (ii) the 1)?heke't Which  is not lust clue to 
buffer overflow is lost at the \IAC due to collisions. "1'liese two events are iYitt-
tually exclusive, therefore. t lie probability that the packet. is lost at a node is as 
follo vs. 
C = f; + (1 
	 (2.35) 
The probability that the packet is sent by it node suiccesshilly is 1 – ?!.,. The 
probability t.liat tlhe packet is sent ley all nodes along it path that consists of h. 
hops, is (1–y)'`. Time probability that, the packet is not received at the ciest.ivatioii 
is 
= 1–(1–ta)~~ 
= 1 – [1 – {7FK + (1 – T~: )!r 	}] 	 (2.36) 
Using (2.28). we have. 
_ 	1 – [1 – ce',' } 	< <— `+,~ la+~ }J" if o < p < 1 	2.37 
1 	11 	l x+i + K+i J 	JJ 	 if 	= 1 
rlimo' average eticl-to-chid throughput. of a path from it given source to a clesti-
nation is 
<h – (1 – 	 (2.38) 
where. ' is given by (2.37). 
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2.5 Results and Discussion 
Let there i)e 100 11oc1e (listrihuted in a region of area 1000i, x 100th. Each 
node has transmission range of 250r and the carrier sense range is a sstilned to 
be twice of the t•ransI11ission1 range. We assume that each node is equipped with 
an ()llllllclll'ec•t ionaal gilt ('11na. The traffic is constant bit rate (CBR.) with a packet 
size of 1()2-1 bytes. \\'e have p = U.1. \\'e have assumed a propagation delay of 1tts. 
In case of IEEE 8()2.11 DCF. the clit,a channel is assumed to have it rate 11:11bp.c 
amid the control channel is asstlluecl to have a rate of 1 Mbp.s. Table 2.1. presents a 
summary of various parameters for IEEE 802.11 DCF. In case of frequency hopped 
spread stecti'iicnc (FHSS). the slot tittle a = 50ti.s aikl the contention \Vhl(dt\N sizes 
are: CI V',,;,, = Ii = 16. and C1V Mj, = 1024. For discrete sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS). a = 201ts, Cig11l „ = 	= :32, Cll;,l  = 1024. In each case, 
we have .11 = 12 retries: here rrr = 6 for FHSS an(1 ITI = 5 for DSSS (1)y definitioI1. 
C1I'm;,. = 2".Cit',,,j„ ). A summary of the various para111eters for FHSS and DSSS 
is given in "lal)le 2.2. 
Figure 2.2 shows time delay its it function of time collision probability for the 
nuIl11)er of hops along the path from a given source to a destination, h = 1 and 
h = 5. We observe that as the collision Iroi-)al)i1it,y increases. the elul-to-eilcl delay 
Increases ill) to a certain liMiit. and t:iIfNI starts decreasing. The reason is that the 
increase in the collision probability increases the time taken in transmit till; an 
HOL packet dime to the increase in the stages of the backoff process. However, 
all (Sr it tllrcpholcl. the tittle taken ill the i)acko►1l process (h)es Ilut ,nc'rc5A5c', dill 
the packets are dropped clue to the fact that the I1tlnil)er of retransmissions of 
packets exceed their retry limits. As mentioned earlier, we do not count the delay 
for the lost packets. and therel-w. the average end-to-en(1 delay of packets that 
are transnlit.te(1 successfully is ciecreasecl. 
Figure 2.3 shows t lie end-to-end delays along a 1),11 It its a function of collision 
m•obahllity for the basic access I11echallitiln its well as the access Inechaulislll with 
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Figure 2.2: Average end-to-end delay (in microseconds) as a function of the 
collision probability. 
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Figure 2.3: Average end-to-end delay (in microseconds) as a function of the 
collision probability for basic access mechanism and for the niec:hanisin with 
RTS/CTS. 
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RPS/CTS. The number of hops is 5 and the transmission range is 250m. We 
observe that the average end-to-end delay first increases up to a threshold and 
then starts decreasing for the reasons mentioned for Figure 2.2. We compare 
the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained analytically and through 
simulations for the basic access mechanism. For collision probability 0.01, the 
difference between the analytical and simulation values of the average end-to-end 
delay is 0.7036%. and for collision probability 0.02, the difference is 0.07265%. 
For collision probability 0.10- the difference between the analytical and simulation 
values of the average end-to-end delay is 0.08756%;. 
Let us now compare the analytical and simulation values of the average end-
to-end delay in ease of the RTS/CTS mechanism. For collision probability 0.01, 
the value of the average end-to-end delay obtained through simulation is 4.1422% 
larger than the analytical value. For collision probability 0.02, the value of the 
average end-to-end delay obtained through simulation is 4.3902`70 larger than the 
analytical value. Moreover, for collision probability 0.10. the difference between 
the analytical and simulation values is 6.9562%. This enable us to conclude that 
the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained through simulations closely 
match to the values obtained analytically. 
We observe that the average end-Lo-end delay is significantly reduced with 
the use of the RTS/CTS mechanism as compared to the basic mecharism. The 
reason for the significant improvement provided by the RTS/CTS rnechaamisnt 
over the basic access mechanism is as follows. In case of RTS/CTS mechanism, 
the channel is reserved for the transmissiuns of a node by sending very small 
control frames called R.TS and CTS. This avoids the hidden terminal problem 
and reduces the number of collisions and consequently the number of retransmis-
sions. As a result. the average end-to-end delay is drastically reduced in ease of 
the RTSfCTS mechanism as compared to the basic access mechanism. This en-
ables us to suggest that RTS/CTS mechanism is preferable over the basic access 
mechanism for the frames of sufficiently large size. 
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Figure 2. 1: :Average end-to-end delay (in Inicrosecon(is) as a function of the 
collision prohal)ility for F'HSS and DSSS. 
Figure 2.1 shows average end-tcrend delay as a function of t lit' collision 1)rOba-
l)iIitV for Fl ISS and DSSS. The i.ransI1ititillli range is 250 meters and the number 
of hops along a pat 11 from it'giveI1 SOIIrc(' to 71 (lest1natioII is fixe(1 to 5. \'\'e observe 
that the average enol-to-en(1 delay for F HSS is significa.ntly smaller as compared 
to USSS. This is due to the fact that tllc size of the iiliHirh1iIn contention window 
in case of I'HSS is smaller t ban that. of DSSS (('ll ;,, for FHSS is 16. however, 
for I)SSS. ('It', ;,, = :32 : and thc average en(1-tu-end delays are (iirco1V pr )-
pollio)nal to ('11' ;,,. Let us now consider the values of the average eIlci-to-('uti 
delay obtained through simulat.ions. For collision probability 0.01. the values of 
the average end-tu -cud delay for F IiSS and DSSS are the same. and for collision 
1)robability 0.02. the average P11(1-to-encl (1('lav itl case of FIISS is 0.001S`4. smaller 
as compared to that of DSSS. 
\\e now compare the analvt teal and tiinllllat.iom1 curves for the average en(1-
t.O-e'I1d (ielay. In case of FUSS, for the collision probability 0.01. the difference 
bet weep the values of t he average en(1-to-enci delay oht a.ine(i t hirotlgh simulations 
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Figure 2.5: Transmission attempt rate as a function of the collision probability 
for FHSS and DSSS tichelncs. 
rind an lvt.ically, for the collision 1)rohahility 0.01, is 0.t)7036(7(, and for the cc)1-
hsion probability 0.02, the difference is 0.07265%. For collision probability 0.10. 
the difference is 0.0t~736(%.. This enable us to conclude that the for F~'HSS the val-
ues of the average (end-to-en(l delay obtained analyt ica.11y closely iiiatcll to those 
obtained through simulations. For DSSS. there is a significant difference between 
the analytical and simulation values of the average end-to-en(l delay. 'l'lie rea- 
son is t hat size Of t }1e I111111II111I11 contention window, CIV 	. is larger ill case of 
DSSS as compared to Fu SS and the boundary effect in case of Euclidean distance 
Ilc)ripti reduces the number of neighbors of a node for simulation results. As a 
result. the values of the average end-to-en(l delay obtained through tillIl1]lcLt10IL5 
are smaller tha.Il analytical vahws. 
Hgilre 2.5 shows transmission attempt rate aS a function of the collision prob-
a]ilitv for Fl SS and DSSS schemes. We observe that the transmission a,tt('nB)t 
rate of DSSS is smaller than that of Fl 155.  The reason is that the size of the 
ininimHim contention window in case Of I)SSS is twice of that of FHSS. Also, we 
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Figure 2.6: Average throughput (in bits per second) as a function of collision 
probability for the number of buffers in the queue K = 10, K = 5. K — 2, arid 
I~=1. 
conserve' that t lie wit 11 t lie increitse in t llc' ( clllision l)robit lilit V. t he t ra.I1sinissio11 
prol)abilit.v cic•c•reases and then after a. t hresllol(i it starts increasing. I lle reason 
is t hat after t hi.' t ilreshold, the probability that each neighboring node in t hi.' 
carrier sense range wishes to transmit becomes larger, tlierefore. Ilie probability 
that two or more l)ac•kc'ts tralltiulissions will collide' becclIiieS larger. The 1IUml)(1' 
of retransmissions rapidly reach to the max ret ry limit,, therefore. atilt hon1K11 time 
packets are transmitted. however, these tralsmnissions may not result, in a, sue-
c•essflll reception at, the receiver. As it result.. even though. the mu nber of packets 
t.rallsmitted is larger, iicnvever. no useful work is clone. "l leis is the reason for the 
(leerealse in the throughput for Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. 
Figure 2.6 shows average throughput as it function of collision probability 
for the number of buffers in the queue. K = 10. Ii = 5, K = 2. and K -- 1. 
The 1lt111il)er of hops along the path from the given source to the desc.ina.tion is 
fixed to 5. «'V observe that the average ervl-t o-end throughput. increases wit h 
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the increase in the (probability of packet transmission and then after a. threshold 
it starts decreasing. Further, for a very small valise of K, e.g. K = 1, the 
throughput increases less rapidly LS compared to a larger value of K. e.g. K = 5, 
and there is no slgh1flcltlt increase 111 file throllghpilt. beyond K = 5. The reason 
is that when the value of Ii is smaller. more packets drop due t u huller overflow 
and the throughput is aoverselv nfkct.tid. 
Figure 2.7 suQw average throughput as a fucoictiore of collision probability for 
the basic access Ireedanusorn and for t lie mechanism with R'I S/CTS. We observe 
that. the throughput first increases with the increase in collision probability and 
after it threshold it starts decreasing. The rcrasoli for the observed trend has 
already been explained for Figure 2.5. On the other hand. we observe that the 
average throulglll»lt for 802.11 with li"I'S/'C'l'S Inecllanisln is significantly larger 
as compared to that with basic mechanism. This is due to the fact that the time 
duration incurred in handling a collision. T. is much smaller for 802.11 with 
R'I'S/CTS n►eclianisiu as compared to that with the basic mechanism. 
Figure 2.8 shows average throughput as a ftlncticln of collision Ilrobahilit.v for 
FHSS and DSSS. The number of hops is from a. given source to the destination 
is fixed to 5, and the transmission range of each node is 250 meters. We observe 
that the throughput increases with an increase in the collision probability and 
after a threshold the throughput starts decreasing. Also. the Mroughpeit of DSSS 
of is sigiliflc aptly larger than that. of FIISS. The reason is that the slot t.nxie in 
case of DSSS is smaller as compared to the FHSS. 
Figure 2.9 shows average throughput as a function of collision proh)abilit.v, p, 
for the transmission range i = 250i,r and r = 1SSOn,. The number of hops from 
rile source to he destination is fixed to 5. We ul )serve I hat the average end-to-end 
throughput. for the transmission range 150» is significans Iv larger t hang that of 
25Dm. The reason is that increasing the transmission range increases the Iu1niher 
of contending neighbors, which decreases the time indurreel iii transmitting the 
packets. and conseclucntly the tllrougllptlt decreases. Also. we observe that with 
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Figure 2.9: Average throughput (in bits per second) as it function of collision 
1)rOl)2ll)1lig", p, for the transniissioii range T = 2~)Om. and r = 1301. 
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Figure 2.1O: Average t.h rouIgh puIt, (in hits per second) as a function of transmission 
attempt rate. 1. for I he t ransn)issicm range r = 250m and r = 150w. 
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an increase in the collision probalbilit , the throughput first increases and then 
starts decreasing. 
Figure 2.10 shows average t.11rougl1 )l1t as a function of transmission attempt 
rate, r. for the transmission range r = 250m and r = 15O-rra. The n,uuher of hops 
from the source to the destination is f17 e(1 to 5. \Ve observe that as the traI15II1is-
sion attempt rate increases. the average ellcl-t.o-encl throughput decreases. The 
reason is that increasing the probability of transmission inherently increases the 
collision probability. t.11ereby. decreasing the throughput. As for Figure 2.9, here 
also we observe that the average en(1-to-enci throughput for the transmission 
range 150m is significant1y larger than that of 25Urrn for the same reason as for 
Figure 2.9. 
As far as the end-to-cud delay is concerned. the simulation results iiiatcli 
«•ell with the analytical results (Figure 2.2 through Figure 2.4). however, for the 
throughput there seems a hap between simulation results ailcl analytical results 
(Figure 2.7 through Figure. 2.10). This gal) is due to the l ounda y1 effect in 
case of the Euclidean clist~u1(c' llletric [112] where nodes at the boundaries of 
the deployment region Have ).(SS 1111Inl )(r of neighbors as C•d)l1lplfred to the no(les 
which are fairly inside the region. Actually. we have considered the number of 
contending neighbors in the carrier sense range which is assumed to be twice of the 
transmission range. The number of neighbors is proportional to the square of t he 
carrier ,erns( range, therefore, a slight change in the number of neighbors in the 
transmission range clue to the boull(lary elect may have a significant variations 
in the number of neighbors in the carrier sense range, which accounts for the 
above Tflegtioiiedf gap. The ifppact of boundary effect can be mitigated using a 
toroidal distance metric, for simulation purposes 
6111 a toroidal distance metri('. nodes on One extreme side of the i)oiinciary may have links 
with other extreme side of the 1 oiindarv. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
III this (-llaal)ter. we a halt ze(l 11~ FE 802.11 DCF for all ad lioc network under 
saturation conditions. The cofltril)Iltio1f5 made ill t his chapter are as follows. 
• WVe decoupled the queueing delays at the llet,work layer from the MAC layer 
delays experienced 1by an H(.)L packet. itl order to make the auialysis sillllple. 
• We analyzed t lie c1l(1-t o-('II(i (delays along it bat11 frontis giveoi source to a 
rlest•ilhtiofl. 
• \\(' allalyLc(1 the effertiVe Cf1cl t o cll(1 loss probability that incorporates 
packet losses due to buffer overflow- and packet losses clue to backoff process 
at each I1o(Ie along a path from 21 given source to a destination. 
• We aulalvzed the tlhro(Ig1ll)ctt for single hop as well as for a path that may 
consists of multiple hops from a given source to destination. The expression 
for the throughput incorporates the effect of losses due to buffer overflow 
and backoff process. 
• To validate our analysis. we carried out shmilat-ioIlti and observed that the 
values of the average end-to-end delay obtained through sif11IIlatiotes closely 
match to the analytical values. 
• 1-or the average throughput, the trend of the analytical and simulation 
curves is similar. 
• i iirther, we observed that the average eui(l-to-eiid clelaY is reduced in case 
c)f- the R.I'S j CTS Ii1C'e1ani5111 as compared to the basic access V1ecHal isIl1. 
This enable us to suggest the use of I TS% C7'S Iiiecllallisiii for sufficiently 
large fram11es. 
Ill the next chapter. we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF under HUf15aturatiofl con- 
c1itions. 
Chapter 3 
Nonsaturation Analysis of IEEE 
802.11 DCF 
III the 1>reviotis Clli11ptcer. we analyzed IEEE 802.11 DCF for an acl hoc network 
tinder saturation conditions where the queues of nodes are assumed to be never 
empty. However. all nodes in an Sul hoc network iniglzt not always be saturated. 
Iii this chapter. we analyze IEEE 802.11 DCF for an ad hoc network tinder 
nonsaturation conditions. 
3.1 Problem Formulation 
\Iativ i'y-.earuliers hare tlalVZec_1 t he 1perforim ance of IEEE 602.11 DCF for a szngi . 
cell \Vireless Local Area -Network (WLAN ) under saturation conditions where the 
queues of nodes are assumed to be never eiiipt.v. Iii oilier words. each node iii the 
network always has a Epacket to send. The saturation condition corresponds to 
au "iiifiuiit e load" situation. Alt lioiigli. an analysis under sat iirat on coticlitions 
gives an idea about the performance of the network in a stressful environment, 
however, it sloes not seem to be realistic because the network may not, always 
be sat uu'ated. Therefore. there is a need to aualvze IEEE 802.11 DCF under 
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nOliSQtundlo11 or •fiIllte lomI 	ot,clit iolls. 
A motel of II:EE 802.11 DCF under llullsaturation heterogeneous (~on(liti.olls 
is presented in 129]. A Ilculsat urat ion tllruttollput analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
that incorporates the effect of cliauiiel errors and capture effect. is dtrr!('(I out 
ill [27 ' tdl(i0I. Rayleigh hit hug 11Viru11I11('tlt . A I)(~r1u1111H111 (• anallvsis Iuaalei' iillitc 
load conditions for Illultirate S02. 111) i5 carried ()ilt ill [30]. A queuing model for a 
finite load 802.11 DCF is presented ill 25. .-\f ;m aJvtical 2120(k) for IEEE 602.11 
DCF wit I1 an arbitrary buffer size un1(1er lloIlSHtt1r2i.t1oT1 conditions is proposedill 
154]. which combinesa C'T\IC model ;24] with \l/C/1/K aueheiiig 1pociel. In 
other words. the queuing is coupled vitli tile l)aekoff pruces . 'l'l1(- service tithe 
is assuIhed to be the expected tittle incurred iIl tril11titllltt 111g the packet by the 
MAC laver NII(1 the probability that, Ito packet arrives (lltring a slot. time depends 
on the packet arrival rate and the slot size. The models mentioned above are for 
single hop networks and cannot he applied directly to a 1hi11tiliop Dui hoc network. 
A C'1'MIC model for IEEE 502.11 DCF under finite load conditions for an ad 
hoc network is presented in [56], where q1enuen,u Jlelays are Iltoclellecl using all 
\1/G/1 model. This model is clot realistic as it assunnes the iiu1Tber Ofl)Ufer~ in 
the queue to be infinite. The tuo(lel also asshnties a post ha,ckoff State' depeHthng 
on whether the queue is emptyor llot.. Furtlier. in an attempt, to model the 
1ntild)1) (lela •s, an expression for the hidden area of it node is discussed, however. 
rte, exJu'esie,i is provided for con pltodth the delays along a Mtlt.ihop tpatu. An 
analytical model based on CTViMC for single 1i  Zahn 1l1icltihop ad hoc filet. works 
is presented in [55]. Similar to the model1 i-(-se ute(1 in [561. it also assumes an 
\l/G/1 quelling iliocicl for it llocle. i.e. the effect of the finite ch1hier of buffers 
has not been taken into account . Secondly. the model tries to addIress hidden 
MO(le problems. however, it. does not address how one can compute the delay or 
throughput for a illultipop path bet'vct'il it given source and it clest.inatioll. Also. 
it lacks to address t lie effect of the transmission range and carrier sense range of 
nodes oIl the delays and throughput. 
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In this chapter, we present an analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF under nc)nsatitra-
tion conditions for an ad hoc network. As opposed to the models presented in 156' 
all(l [55]. we take into accoUiit the effect of t 11( transinissic>n range and the carrier 
sense range of nodes. \\e focus on the average en(1-to-en(l delay. I tlrout;Iil)IIt and 
the loss probability along a molt-illu1) patli front a given source to a destination. 
In our analysis, we decouple the (lueuemg delays from the delays experienced 
b a H(xt(T-Of-LI1t(: (HOL) packet at the MAC layer. Since the queuing delays 
are ceroullwi from the MAC delays, therefore, there is no loss of generality in 
assun111I1g it M/M/1/Ii queue at the network laver. This is done in order to keep 
the analysis clear and easy t(1 uhd('rtitaUl. 
T11e rest of the cllapter is organized as follows. In Sec t.i>ai 2. we present an 
analyrsis of single hop uet work iiwler i%(m,; lt oration conditions. In Section 3. we 
ext encl our analysis to a Ipilltilla )1) 11t'1 1%- ol- k. Ill Section •1. we present results F1nG 
discussion. Section Ti c 1 lltaiils a ('' untearisom with the related work. The last 
section is for concliisio )11. 
3.2 Single-Hop Analysis Under Non-saturation 
I11 this section. we aiialyze t 1w single 1101) (delays Ill1c1c1• IIOI1-silt fblt1 iOl1 conditions. 
In [33]. a illeaul field Markov mo (lel for \"LANs is l)r(scllte(l where the expressiotl 
for the l)rohal)ilitv of packet trannsmission under nollsaturation is assliIileIl to be 
as follows. 
1 _ 	 1) 	 (3.1) 
— 1 	+ 1 	-+- /)2 I '' + ... + p.1 r ► 	+(1 — /)/I 2 N 2 
%vllere. (l is the probability that there is at least one packet in the queue, and r 
is the prol)al)ilit.v that a newly arrived 1) u•ket is added to the queue. The basis 
of (3.1) is ass1unied to he the renewal-r(u and theorem [3]. 
We extend the analysis presented in [33] as follows. AVe ass>>>uc t lint 1 - q is 
he 1>rohahility• 7,". which i is tli(' J)rol)ability that the queue is ('Illpty': and a newly 
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Figure 3.1: Common area among carrier sense ranges of adjacent. nodes lying 
along a l)altll. 
arrived packet is added to the queue if at least one bluffer in the queue is empty 
(or in other words, the queue is not full). therefore, r = I — irk. Putting these 
values in (3.1). we get. 
it! 
T! ^  
	
;Q 	m-1 7i i 7m. Tn if —m 
 
{ 	1~ + 1~=0 v} + I_nK 
Substituting for the sil11linatioiiti of geollletric series appearing in the numerator 
and the denominator of the R.H.S. of (3.2). we have, 
I-P.tl+l 
! 	 1-p 
+ 1~ 
T — 1V /1 -( 2 p) .., 	9rr1 . III 1-P.0 -rn+1 • 	-~L 	
(3.c~) 
2 I, 1-21) 1-P 	T+ 1-TK 
Simplifying (3.3). we have. 
1 — '_ 	 3 (' . ) 12 1(1 h21-2jo 	) + 2" p" (1 — 	 -sri+l) + ir(L . 
1 -nh 
In Lemma 4. (see Appendix). we have shown that, 
1 	= if 0<t)< I 
I 	;, j; 	1 	if f) = 1. 
which tail he used to compllte ' as given by (3.4). 
3.3 Multihop Analysis 
For a single hop network, the delays can be written as follows. 
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1 	1  
Let there be h hops between r> given source to it (l('stinatioll. and we wish to 
compute the end-to-end delay- from it given source to a destination. To a first 
approximation. it seems that for obtaillirng the delay along a multihop path one 
should simply inllltiply the number of hc,i„ with the single hoip delay. However, it 
nlay result only aI1 approximation an(1 not the exact values. Actually, a Dart of the 
neighboring node, of two or more adjacent nodes lying along a aa1ltiHo[ path (see 
Figure 3.1) are ('(>Ii mon among thuetm which should hc' coulnitecl only once from the 
point of view of contention. however, the simple method mentioned above counts 
then] in each hop. "['herefore. while computingthe end-to-end delays along a 
path one has to make sc>]ne adjustment ill the average number of nodes that are 
contending with a Ilocle iIl its carrier sensiI]g range. Such an adjustmmment, has 
been de-,crihe(I in detail ill gi109]. Therein, the adjusted nllmber of neighbors. z' 
expressed in terms of the original number of neighborsr%.., is as follows. 
L' =Ve.(1 — \) 	 (3.G) 
where. 0 < l < 1. is called an adjustment factor. The adjustment factor depends 
on the number of 110p5 along the path front the given SqII'ce to the destinat,ionl 
and ('ill] be ex pressed as follo 	;1099. 
2.1521 	1 
;r \1 hl (3.7) 
The adjusted value of the average number of neighbors. v~ . is used to compute the 
\I..0 delay. Let the modified value of MAC delay be c)~t ~c•. t11en the end-to-cudf 
delay along a. I1lultillol) lath is given by 
J= h j\I:\c +- I 	1 	
h f) 	 (3.8) 
// 	1 — (1 	1 — /)K 
file probability that the l)acket is not transunitteci at a node after _ll retrans- 
ulli.ssion1s is p'1 ' 1 . The probability that tire ])a(k('t is lost at it node clue to the 
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buffer overflow is irk . If the packet is not lost clue to the buffer overflow. then 
oilly it collies iii the hands of the MA( layer, which tries to trailsiiit it.. The 
probability that the l)fu•kc't which is not lost clue to buffer Overflow is lost tide 
to MAC layer collisions at a node is (1 — it k) ji \f + I There are 110W two cases: 
(1) either tlic' packet is lost clue to bufh r overflow. or (ii) Ilie packet which is Ilot 
lost due to buffer overflow is lost at the MAC layer clue to collisions. These two 
events are mutually exclusive. therefore. the probability that. the packet is lost at. 
a Ilocie is as folloNNs. 
= ire; + (1 — ir j ) Ii .'i+I. 	 (3.9) 
The probability that, the packet is sent bw a node successfully is 	1 — c'-'. 	The 
probability that the packet is sent by all nodes along a path that consists of 
h hops. is (1 — i,11' )'` . 	The probal)ility that the packet is not received at the 
destination is 
= 1—(1— 
= 1 	[1 	I f; + (1 — ir )pI+1 }] IL 	 (3.10) 
Using (A.6). we have. 
,~ — 	1 	[ 1 — { 'i h ~; r ►~ + 1 	) P ,tit + 111 	if 0 < /" < 1 	3.111 
	
1J (~  
I 	[l — {l:+I+(t:1~ 1) 	
11+111 	if f)= 1 
The average end-to-end throughput of it path l from a given source to a desti- 
nation 15 
(3.12) 
where. V is given by (3.11). 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
I.et tI►c•ri' lH I1)0 nodes (listriI)Htc•cf 1ah1(lc)IiflV in it rrgi(_)n cif area 1000ir x 1000iir. 
Each node has transmission range of 250w aI1(l the Carrier sense range is assumed 
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Figure 3.2: Average end-to-enci delay (in microseconds) as a function of the 
collision probability for the number of hops equals to one and five. 
to be twice of the traiLtinIlititik1n range. We assume that each node is equipped with 
an omnidirectional antenna. The traffic is constant bit rate with a packet size of 
1024 bytes. We have /, = 0.1. In case of IEEE 802.11 DCF. the data channel 
is assumed to have ac rate 11.1Ibps and the control channel is assumed to have 
a rate of 1Mbps. In case of FHSS. the slot time or = 50µs and the contention 
window sizes are CIl,,i„ = 11 ~) = 16, C1Vn = 1024. For DSSS. a = 201ts, 
C1t',,,1 „ _ u .0 = 32, C1VI- 	= 1024. In each case. we have Al = 12 retries: here 
in = 6 for FHSS and in = 5 for DSSS (by definition, CL-IWm, = 2-CW;11,11 ). We 
carried out simulations by generating topologies of the network and each point 
in the graph represents an average over 100 simulation runs. 
Figure 3.2 shows the average end-to-end delay as a function of the collision 
probability for the number of hops along the path from a given source to a 
(lestination. h = 1 and h. = 5. \Ve observe that with an increase in the collision 
probability, the end-to-end delay increases. The reason is that with the increase 
in the collision probability. the number of packets colliding with the transmissions 
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Figure 3.3: Average end-to-end delay (in microseconds) as a function of the 
collision probability for the transmission range r = 250m and r = 150rn. 
of the node increases. After collision, the nodes have to increase the size of their 
backoff windows, therefore, the average delay in transmitting to the next hop as 
well as the average. end-to-end delay increases. 
Let us compare the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained analyti-
cally and through simulations. For the number of hops equal to .5 and for colli-
sion probability 0.01, the difference between the analytical and simulation values 
of the average end-to-end delay is 0.1484%, and for collision probability 0.02, 
the difference is 0.1640%. For collision probability 0.10, the, difference between 
the analytical and simulation values of the average end-to-end delay is 0.3501%. 
This suggests us to say that the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained 
through simulations closely match to the analytical values. 
Figure 3.3 shows the end-to-end delays along a path as a function of collision 
probability for the transmission range 150rn and 250rn. The number of hops 
from the source to the destination is fixed to 5. We observe that the average 
end-to-end delays incurred for the transmission range 250m are larger than that 
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incurrccl for 150ni. Tl 	r~'~►.(>►t is tI►<►t inc rci-11i-; tilt' transiiiissiuii range increases 
the number of neighbors coiitencling for transmissions of their own packets. and 
thereby. incrca~inh the probability of collision. Consequently. there is an increase 
in the transmission clelays at each node along the path cl►te to an increase in the 
lack-off cicla\.. 'Pitts give, ri~t 1 relatively large rttno►ttti of average encl-to-e►►ci 
cielays incurred by packets for larger v<tlttc' of the transtttission rat►ge. 
Let its compare the values of the a vcretoc c11<1-to-cncl clelav ohtainccl aiictlN'ti-
cally and through simulations. For the transmission range equal to 150m and for 
collision probability 0.01, the (lifkacrenee l)ctWetil t h e a1ialvti(al and simulation 
values of the average end-to-end delay is 12.6192`%, and for collision prol)athil-
ity 0.02. the difference is 12.5 327`7. For collision probability 0.10, the cli.flerence 
between the analvt.ical and simulat.iuti values of the average end-to-eiid delay is 
1-1.7360c1. For the tratisinissioii range equal to 250nn and for collision probability 
0.01. t 1►e difference bet.\Veeii the analytical and sliiitlation values of t lie average 
encl-to-enci delay is 0.1484 ,% . and for collision probability 0.02. t lie difference is 
0.16-10`%. For collision probability 0.10. 1 h difference between the analytical and 
simulation values of the average encl-to-enci delav is 0.35017. This suggests us to 
say t hat t lie values of the average end-to-end delay obtained t Brought simulations 
closely match to the analytical values. 
Figure 3.4 shows the   average end-to-end delay as a. function of t lie collision 
probability for the basic access inccllclI1lsIl1 as well as for the mechanism with 
RTS/CTS. For the 1)asic access inecl►at►i.,in. for collision probability 0.01. the 
qifieteuce betwreeli the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained ana.lvti-
cally and through simulation is 0.I-1847. and for collision t>rohatl>ility 0.02, the 
difference is 0.1G-l(c'o. Foi collision I)rohal)ilit.v 0.10, the difference between the 
value` of the average encl-to-eutc1 delay obtained analytically and through sitinila-
tions is 0.1825%. ( On t lie other hand. in caste of the niechianisin with 11TS/CTS. 
the difference between the values of tIic average eI1cI-to-cull! delay olbtaine(l aim-
1 tically and through simulations is 1 1. 7 16V1 for collision probability 0.01. For 
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Figure 3.-L Average end-to-end delay (in microsecon(Is) as a function of the 
collision probability for l)il.51C access niechaInismn and for tl1(' I1Iec}IanisIII with 
RTS/CTS. 
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Figure :3.5: Average end-to-end delay (in microseconds) as a function of the 
collision probability for FHSS and DSSS. 
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collision probability 0.02. the difference is 14.9568`X: and for collision probability 
0.10, the difference is 16.3930. This enable 11s to say that the values of the 
average end-to-end clelays obtained through siiinflatioiis are in accordance with 
the analytical values. We observe that, the average end-t(1-end delays for the 
ln(chanislll with RTS/CTS is S1ila11(i than those without ZITS/CTS. The reason 
is that through the RTS/CI'S packets, neighboring nodes are aware of the ensu-
ing packet traI~lffistiic,1iS. this n'efuuces the collision probability and backofFdelays 
incurred in retransmissions due to colhsi()I1. As a result, the average end-to -end 
delays are reduced. This suggests to use RTS/CTS mechanism. 
Figure 3.5 shows the average elld-to-eff(l delay as a fiiilctioin of 1 he collision 
probability for FHSS and DSSS schemes. Time number of polls al()ng the path 
from n a given ",o11r('(' to a 0('Stffl?ltjUI1 IS fixed to 5 awl t lit' tral1slllltiti1(►11 range is 
250rrr. For FHSS. for collision prolability 0.01. the 'difference between the values 
of the average end-to-end delay obtained analytically and through simulation is 
0.1184X . and for collision probability 0.02. t lie difference is 0.16-10(/(. For collision 
probability 0. 10, the ciifferenlce I et«cerr the values of the average end-to-eu(1 delay 
obtained anal tically and through simulations is 0. 1825%. On the other hand, in 
'else of DSSS. the differencebetween the values of the average en(l-to-elld delay 
obtained analvtically and through simulations is 4.6219( for collision probability 
0.01. For collision probability 0.02. the (.fifferellce is 1.7.101(%: and for collision 
probability 0.10. the difference is 4.8566'% . This cnal)le us to say that the values 
of the average encf-to-ellcl delays obtained through simulations are in accordance 
with the analytical values for both FHSS and DSSS. \Ve observe that the average 
enl(1-to-e11(l delays incurred by I he 1packet-, ill case of F IISS are significantly smaller 
than that of DSSS. The reason is that the size of the nlillinlllnl contention window 
in case of DSSS is twice of that of FI-ISS. As a result. I lie fuel'-off delay along 
each hop in case of FHSS is smaller t hall that of DSSS. 
Figure 3.6 shows the transmission attempt rate as a hmnct.ion of the collision 
l)rol)a1)ility for FHSS and 1)S S 1o1 Ii with 13TS!C'l'S niechanisi11. We observe 
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Figure :3.6: Tranisniission attempt rate as a function of the collision prc)l)a1)ilit\ 
for 1'HSS and DSSS. 
that the t,ranslmssit)In attempt rate decreases with all itic•rea.se ill the collision 
1)rol)ahilil v. The reason is that an increase ill the collision ))robahilit.yy results 
lnl II1Ore I111I111)er of collisions which to turn reduces the chances of a l)acket to 
be sf('('eti~lu11V t,ransunitted. Further. we O1)5('I'v'(` that the hraIlsIl1isSion1 atteui1I)t 
rate for FUSS is larger than that for DSSS. As mentioned earlier, the size of the 
initial contention window for I)SSS is twice of that in case of FHSS, 1 herefore. 
the chances of transmission in case of DSSS are reduced. and that accounts for 
the observed behavior. 
Figure 3.7 shows the average throughput (ill fits per second) as a function 
Of collision pro balbility for the number of buffers in the queue K = 10. h. = 5, 
K = 2. and li = 1. We observe that the average throughput increases with an 
increase in the number of buffers. however, for the number of buffers beyond 5, 
the amount of increase in the average throughput is not significant. The reason 
is that for a much less number of buffers. say K = 1, there is not enough space to 
store t he packets that are waiting for Service, therefore, IIIofe nuinlx'r of packets 
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figure 3.9: Average throughput (ill hit's per secon(l) its a function of collision 
l)rohahility. f). for FHSS and DSSS. 
drop. However. f)evoncl a certain threshold. the probability that an arriving 
customer hzcs to wait in it longer (tnemIe becomes less. therefore, the an omint of 
increase in the t,hrollt;hj)ut heyou(1 the t.hreshol(1 is relatively low. Moreover, the 
threshold value for the number of buffers in the queue depends on the arrival 
rate. 
figure 3.8 shows average throughput as a function of the collision prcll)ahility 
for l)asic and HTS/('TS lnechal1i'sni's. \fie observe that. with an inwrea.se in the 
collision probability. the average throughput first increases and then (lecr('asc's 
rapidly. The reason for an iI1itial iIl(rea.se is that the network is capable sending 
more traffic. therefore. more than one nodes should transmit so that the channel is 
not. Ilncler-1ltilized. However. inc•reasiug the c-ollision prul)al)ilitV bevoiul a certain 
t hresholcl increases the number of collisions and t hereby the time incurred in the 
backc►ff increases. As it result,, the average throu gh put. decreases. 
Figure :3.9 shows average throughput as a fuu1ct.lOT1 of the collision prohahil-
itv for FHSS and DSSS. We observe that with the increase in the probability of 
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collision. the throughput for both FHSS aii(l DSSS initially illc°r('ilSVS a Il(1 t.hcll 
decreases rapidly. This is clue to the fact that an initial increase in the collision 
prohahilit.v increases the channel utilization and thereby the tl►rou ghlnit is in-
creased. However. <I further increase in collision probability gives rise to more 
ntllnl er of ('UUllisiuns an 1 it (ill 1St increase(I (h 'lays inc•Ilrre(1 in t he Rackoff stages. 
an(i tllereb.N.. reducing the throughput. Another observation is that, the through-
pill for FHSS is larger as compared to 1)SSS. As IIIPIltione(1 earlier. the size of the 
minimum contention window in case of DSSS is twice of that in case of FHSS. 
therefore. the delay incurred in case of FHSS is ~dialler than that of DSSS. As a 
result, the throughput for FHSS is larger than the throughput for DSSS. 
Figure :3.10 shows average throughput, as a function of collision probability for 
the trallslllission range r = 150nr and r = 250in. A\e observe that with all increase 
in the collision probability, the throughput initially increases linearly and then 
after a threshold it decreases rapidly. The reason is that with an initial increase 
in the collision lrolralellity. the utilization of the channel increases, and thereby. 
the throughput increases. However, after a threshold, increase in the collision 
probability increases only the number of collisions, which increases the time spent 
in tile backoff process. and consequently the throughput (lecreases. Also, we 
observe that the throughput for r = 15Urrr is larger than that for r = 250rrr. This 
is due to the fact that the Inuullber of neighbors contending for their transmissions 
for r = 250m is larger than that for r = 1:=)Or1I. therefore, more tiluc is Wasted 
in the backoff process. As a result the throughput for r = 250m is smaller than 
that for r- 	150w. 
Figure 3.11 shows average t11rollt;lll)Ilt as a function of transmission attempt 
rate for the transmission range 250w and 150rri. The number of hops from the 
source to the cleat inzt ion is fixed to 5. \\e observe I hat the average e11cl- to-enc1 
throughput for the transmission raIDe 150 is s1gI1nicaIitl larger than that of 
250,;1. The reason is that iIIcressing the transmission range increases the millm111)er 
of contell(iill;; nei ;hl)ors. which increases t he t illie incllrrecl ill t rinsmllit t.ing the 
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Figure 3.10: Average throughput (in hits per second) as a function of collision 
probability, p. for transmission range r = 250m and r = 150m. 
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Figure 3.11: Average throughput (in bits per second) as a function of transmission 
attempt rate for the transmission range r = 25Orit and r = 150ira. 
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packets, and coIise(.1uentiv tl(' throughput decreases. Also. «•e observe that the 
average throughput decreases with an increase ill t lie transmission atte'lllj)t rate. 
The reason is that the increase in the transmission att.euuipt. rate increases the 
number modes wishing to transmit at the same titne. winch I in turn increases the 
htaiij)t`r of c(>llisioiis. As a result. i11e tllroult;Ifl)ttt is adversely afI cte(i. 
As far as the c`I1(i-to-eu1(I delay is concerne(l. the siiii ulatioli results match well 
with the analytical results (Figure 3.2 to Figure ,3.U), however, for throughput 
there seems a gap between siI1mulation results and analytical results (Figure 3.7 
to Figure 3.11). This gap is (lute to the liuundai71 ('ff(•(r( iii case of F:ticlidea11 
distance metric ,112] where nooks at the boundaries of the deployment region 
have less Ilunll)er of n(eig;lll)ors as compared to the nodes which are fairly inside 
the region. Actually, we have collsi(lere(I the gtt111l)er of contending neighbors in 
the (arrier-Sense range which is assumed to be twice of the transmission range. 
111e nuI1mb)er of I1('.lglll)01'S is proportional to the square of the carrier sense range. 
therefore a slight change in the transmission range due to boundary effects may 
have a significant variation in the Isfitltll►cr of ineiblj►ors ill the carrier sense range. 
which accounts for the above Inentione(l has). The impact (>f 1)oltuu(lary clle(t can 
be IItitigatedl using a toroi(lail distance metric. 
3.5 Related Work 
In 2], it l11o'(lo'l for analyzing the 1)erforuuiauice of IEEE 802.11 DC'F under satura-
tiotu is pI H`tite(l using a Cornlinuou..5 Tiiiu .lj(lFkD,' Clia.in (CT\IC). The mo(lel is 
well accepted and attracted the attention of a number of researchers. It formed 
a basis for analyzing the performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF by other researchers. 
IIowever. it does not take into account a finks e linnher of retries as it astiuHIos t lee 
nuInl)er of retries to be 1I1fiuuite. New 1I15ig11ts for I1~odelling the Performance of 
IEEE 802.11 DCF using ji'rcd point analy.si.c for Single c(,II \VLANs are preseuae'(I 
in [3]. However, it does not provide a uuiodel for a nonsaat.utatcM network. Also, 
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t lt(. I1o><Ih1ls presetttc(i iii [2] and i3' foots oil the throughput rather than the delays 
and both of these models consider a single hop network. 'Moreover. these models 
(io not say nnWvthuir; about how the collision probability and the probability of 
transmission is related tO the number of neighbors Iying ill the transmission range 
and/or carrier sense range l of a node. 
III ]33]. a Inean field \I rkov model for \V'LANs is presented Where the expres-
sion for the probability of packet transmission under nolisaturation is as given 
by (3.1). The basis of (3.1) is asstllue(1 to be the renewal-reward theorem [3]. 
However. the model presented ill [33] does not say anything about what are the 
probabilities to be used in the expression for the steady state probability trans-
mission under nonsaturation. Further, it is for a single hop network and does 
not take into account multiple hops from a given source to a destination which 
is utmost necessary in case of an ad hoc network. The basis of our work is the 
expression for t lie probability of transmission [33], which is subsequently based 
oil the renewal-reward tlleorern [3]. however, we refine and extend the expression 
of probability of transmission of [33] in terms of steady-state transition proha-
bilitics of it finite l)ttffer :11/M/1/Ii curette for a single hop network, and then we 
extend time analysis for a path that Inav consists of multiple hops from a given 
source to a ciestinat•ion. Our analysis is based on the decoupling of questing from 
the MAC layer so that if one wishes to use any other queuing model, one can do 
so. For that purpose, the only change required is plugging in the expressions for 
transition prol>al)ilities in the expression of time probability of transmission, and 
for the delays one needs to plug in the expression for the average waiting time in 
the queue. 
IIl ,35]. the probability of packet transmission under nonsattlraaion is assumed 
to be the prol)al)ility of packet transmission under saturation multiplied by (1 — 
7r0). In other wor(ls, 
~' = T(1 — TO). 	 (3.13) 
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The assumption iliade therein does not viel(1 expected results for throughput and 
delays. A possible reason might 1)e that the probability of packet tratnsinission is 
a function of the DI'ohah)ilig' of collision1, which ill turn depends upon the number 
of contending neighbors of the node. 'I'lterefore, (3.13) may not, always yield 
results expected lilt diciv(1j'. 
We would like to point out that the analysis 1)Ies(~11t('c1 in 1351 is for single 
1101) network and floes not take into accouiit multiple hops from a given source 
to a (lestillatioll. Oil the outer hand, our analysis is for gill ad hoc network where 
there can be multiple hops between ai given source to a destmatioIn and each node 
cal) ti,:111-'IIlit to a neighbor that. lies III its tI'i111suiissioI1 range, however, aiiv IIo(le 
\thu ll is lying ill the carrier sense range may interfere Nvith the transmissions of 
the no(ie. 
3.6 Conclusion 
III this chapter. we analyzed IEEE 802.11DCF for an ad hoe network under 
nonsaturation ('oII(litiOfls. The contributions IIIa(le in this chapter are as follows. 
• \\'e (ieecuin)1e( the GUlculedig (relays at the network layer from the MAC layer 
delays experienced by all 1-IOL packet in order to make the analysis simple. 
• We analyzed the encl-tc)-end delays along it path from a given source to a 
(lest i nit ion. 
• WWC analyzed t lie effective end-to-end loss probability that incorporates 
packet losses due to buffer overflo v aii I packet losses clue to l)ackoff process 
at each node along a path from a given source to a destination. 
• We analvze(I the throughput for single hop as well as for a paths that may 
consists of multiple hoI)s from a given source to destination. The expres- 
SiflI1 for t ll( , tlii'oIighplit aklSO Iiu'oi'T)or,ites tI1(' (41,00 of losses due to buffer 
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overflow and 1>cickofl p process. 
• To validate the analysis, we carried out sl1n11Id.tious. \\'fe observed that the 
values of the average ellcl-to-cIl(l delay obtained through simulations are 
ill accordanceWith the analytical values. For the average throughput, the 
trend of the analytical and sillllllai.tion curves is similar. 
Ill the 11cxt cllal)t('I. we present a protocol for the provision of quality of service 
in a Network that uses IEEE 802.11 DCF at the MAC layer. 
Chapter 4 
A Multipath QoS-Aware Routing 
In the previous two chapters. we analyzed IEEE 802.11 DCF under saturation 
and nonsatlnration conditions for mobile ad hoc networks. As mentioned earlier, 
IEEE 802.11 DCF does not have an inherent provision for QoS, and therefore, to 
use it for the applications regi11ring QoS. one has to design a protocol that has 
an explicit provision for QoS. In this chapter. we propose a QoS aware routing  
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks which is based on IEEE 802.11 DCF. Our 
Protocol identifies multiple paths each of w hicll is capable of satisfying the QoS 
constraints in terms of end-to-end cleldvs. 
4.1 Problem Formulation 
There are applications t.liat require the packets to arrive at, the destination before 
their (deadlines. For example. in II111Itimiie(fia and video-oiI-demai(l X75] applica- 
tlOIlti, packets til1(1ll1(1 reach the (lf'5tll12Lt1t)]l ])('for(' their respective play out t1I11('S. 
If one wishes to rlln such types of applications over an ad hoc network, it is nec-
(5siu- V that. the network has a 1)rovisiOl1 of QoS. However, the provision of QoS 
in an Wl ho)r network is a c llallengi1Ig task (1110 to its inherent characteristics. 
r( utill- 1)ro)to(•.(ol 111ed Ad hoe QoS On-demand Routing (ACQOR) is pro- 
(i9 
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posed in X741. ill Which t he o11rc(' idelltific ., t path ► tc► t 1►e (lest illat 1011 that satisfies 
the QoS constraints lit terms of delays and bandwidth. In AQOR. it single path 
satisfying the QoS re(tltireIiieIit, is selected by the source to send data. packets. 
As mentioned earlier. the resources of nodes that f(►riii all adl 1►<►(• ilet.work are 
p1l1lte(I. therefore. a. single path from a given source to it (lest 1 hat 1()hl ]111V' UC 11MV 
not be able to provide enough resources to satisfy the QoS requirements of an 
application. Therefore, there see1115 a llee(i to iclelltify multiple path from a given 
source to a destination. 
A lot of research is directed towards identification of multiple paths from the 
point of view of fault t()lerance and load sharing [57], [58]. Also. many researchers 
have focused oil the use of multiple paths for providing QoS in aL mobile old hoc 
ne.t.work. A Correlation-Aware Quality of Service Routing (CQSR) for bandwidth 
guarantees ill an old hoc network is proposed in [63]. In CQSR. source is aware of 
the correlation aulong imiltiple paths to the destination. A probabilistic duality of 
service routing that provides probabilistic delay guarantees for an ad hoc network 
is proposed in [641. I11 an ml lick network, multiple paths between a given source 
2111(1 it (lest if12it loll i1i21V help iIl the provision of QoS !I1 the following situations. 
. Limited resources along a path: When the resources of mobile nodes 
are limited, a single path may not be able to provide enough resources so 
as to satisfy the desired QoS. IIo vever. it is likely that the resources along 
1Miilt iple pit his t flat inay exist l)et"verll t lit' giver► pair of I1O(les play suffice 
for the QoS requirements of the app)lication. 
• Traffic sharing along resource-rich paths: When ('h1oul it resources are 
ilvililahl(' along (deli path, the traffic' can be shar('(1 across multiple paths. 
I11 other words. packets are sent. along each path that is able to satisfy QoS 
requirements. Mhis may hell) ill achieving relatively larger throughput as 
compared to a single felt 11. 
Ftlrt tier. ill case of a single path routing. the failure oft lie path t flat was ('viable of 
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delivering the required QOS liee(is the path i to lie rediscovered, which is a costly 
phenomena because each rout( cli,covery a(hls the delay. If there are multiple 
paths between a given source and a destiii;ition, one can avoid initiating a new 
route discovery until all paths fail. 
In this chapter. we propose a QoS aware routing protocol for a mobile ad hoc 
network which is based otl IEEE 502.11 DCF. Ill oltr protocol, the source tries to 
identify multiple no(le-clisjoillt 1)ath5 t.11~lt  are able to satisfy (QoS rectllirelllellt.s in 
terms of end-tu-e11(1 delays. We evaluate the performance of the protocol through 
Simulations. \Ve sdl(lvv the civet of imiltil)le tiocle-disjoint paths oil meeting the 
QoS requirements of the flow of packets in terms of ('n(1-to-did delays. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. III Section 2. we describe the 
proposed protocol. Section 3 contains results and clisellssion. Finally, the last 
section is for conclusiori. 
4.2 Proposed Protocol 
\\e call tl1( proposed protocol ultipat11 Quality of Service Routing ( IQ51R). 
Our protocol is based oil the request-reply cycle and there are two major phases: 
route discovery and route rnaiptepaif.tc. \Ve describe each of them as f()llows. 
4.2.1 Route Discovery 
hens a source wishes to colllllninicate to it (ldstinatio n all(I there is no valid 
path in its route cache, it generates a Route Request (RREQ) packet. An RREQ 
contains the following Information. 
<SourceAddre.ss. DcstinationAddress. SequenceNurnber. T•areisedHopList. 
Ti-mrStani.p. Dcla jEiicu1f, Dcctg.Del.a2j, Contendinqi\ei.gh.bonicrs. DathsDesiret1>. 
'I'lie variable Sequ.enccNurnber denotes the hroacicast-ice of the HHEQ gener-
ated 1>y the source. Whenever a source node generates all RREQ. it increments 
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Algorithm 1 Actions taken at the source. 
1: if Packet received is RREP then 
2: Arrange the paths in c1csechciiILg order ()l end-to-cud (lelays 
:3: 	Send itli packet along (i 2 l )th I>atl1 
.t: else if Packet received is RERR then 
5: Mark paths reported by HERR as invalid* 
6: Direct the cI1s111I1r, 1)<1(kct5 along available l)1tl15 
7: if Nco path is available then 
8: Iii1tiat4' a route disc c>v ert 
¶J: 	end if 
10: end if 
the Sequence:\'n.rrabcr. Note11t the tuple <SourceAddress. Destii.n.ationAddress. 
Sequ.enceNilmber> uniquely icleiitilics an RREQ. Two or more RHECZs having 
the samealues ill these fields are sail to be the copies of one another. The 
field TimcStamp is updated whueriever the RHEQ is forwarded. The Delat1Lirnit 
contains the end-to-en(l delay reclluirelllent5 to be satisfied for the packets. The 
field Patli.Dclag contains the delay along t lie 1>atll 111) to the current. node'. It, is 
initialized to 0 at the source. The variable ContdrarlirigNeighbofl.rs is also initial-
irc d to 0. 'flue lielil Patli.sDestred contains the number of paths desired by the 
source. however, the source is open to any nuiniber of paths. 
W hen all lniterinecbate node receives a copy of the RREQ. it examines WIIPt her 
its own address is already present in the Tnlmd•SedHO,Li.Sf field of the RREQ. 
If yes, it discards t he H R EQ. Otherwise, it examines whether the TraversedHo-
pList, of the RREQ is disjoint with the Tirrz!c:U. GcllIapLi.sts of the H.H.EQs already 
forwarded. If yes. it decides to forward the BREQ to its neighbors, otherwise. it 
discards the RREQ. Before forwarding the KIIEQ to its neighbors, let. us consider 
What act-lolls all intermediate uocic has to take when It receives an RREQ. 
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• It computes the (lelav from its upstream neighbor to itself as follows. 
Hojif) laq 	Viura s/7'aj,w — RIih,Q.7'ii►rrStump. 
It then adds the value of 11 opDcl.a.rt to the value contained in RREQ. 
Pa.thDelay. Iii other words, 
RREQ.PathDcla j = RREQ.Pat/Dclay + HopDelaj. 
• It co iitpares RREQ. PathDela.y Nvitli RREQ. DelayLirn.it. If RREQ. Path.Delmj 
> RREQ.DelayLimi.t, it discards the RREQ. 
• It is supposed to keep track of the tntniher of its neighbors, say 7turn-
Neigh.bors using a beacon mechanism. It con pares nunzNeighbors with 
RREQ. Cantcndin.g.Veiyh.bors. If nu•niNeiyhbors > RREQ. C'ontendingNeighb 
ors, then 
RREQ.ContendingNeighbor.s = nuimNeighbors. 
• It appends its oWn address to the TraversedHapLi.st of t:lie HREQ before 
forwarding the RREQ to its neighboring nodes. 
Note that vlien a. copy of the RREQ arrives at the destination. IIREQ.Pcath 
Delay contains the del -tv along the traversed pat ti, and t lie field RREQ. Contending 
Neighbors contains the maximum number of neighbors tliat inav caaateI(l with any 
node aloin,  tlic path traversed by t.iic copy of tIic RREQ. 
Eventually. the col)icx of the RREQ arrive' ;it t lic d estinationi. The desti-
nation node collects the copies of the RREQ 1((('iV('(1 ui►t,il a tiii►eout. It t.h('ni 
coniI)lte, the disjointlWSS attcong the Trrar I. cdHn1,Li.st..s of the copies of RREQ. 
The (lestinatiorl exA5liia1cx whether the path satisfies the QoS regstireinciits. For 
that it 	iiipares RREQ. Path Delay xvit.h the I?/REQ. t)e'I.ac►tLimit. "Tie (lestina- 
tion discards the RREQ whose RREQ.PathDclay exceeds RREQ.DelayLnnit. If 
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Algorithm 2 ,\ctioiis taken at all intermediate no(le. 
1: if Packet received is RREQ then 
2: if (mmyAddress E RREQ. 1ruu(r.~cclHupList) ;j (1?J?EQ.Po,lh.De.iay > 
1lREQ.DddayLiatut) then 
3: Discard the RREQ 
4: else 
5: HopDelay = C:urrent.Tinie - RREQ.TimeStanip 
6: RREQ.PathDelay = RREQ.PathDelary + HopDclay 
7: if rrurn11reigltbors > RREQ. ContendingNeffghbors then 
8: RREQ. Carr.tendinyNciglrbors = n.um clyh.borS 
9: end if 
10: Appeul(l •rrr.iyAdclrr.,;.s to RREQ.'lratc(:rsecdHopList 
11: Forward the RREQ to its neighbors using All Disjoint Copies (ADC) 
12: end if 
13: else if Packet received is RREI then 
1.1: 	Unicast the RREP to upstream lI(nie. 
15: else if Packet received is RERR then 
16: \lark path is that contain a link report.e(i l)V RER.R. as invalid' 
17: Unicast RERR. to upstream nO(lcs 
18: end if 
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there are more number c)f Ir►t11S aaVaila1>le tbati that of the PatlrsDesiied (say 
k). the destination selects t lie first is shortest. paths. If the number of hops 
along two or more paths, are the same. t.lieic paths With smaller values contained 
in RREQ. Corrtcnaclirtq:\'cighbors are selected. The c1cstinWatig1i generates Route 
Rcplie. (RREPs) against the selected copies of tlie RREQs with disjoint ITO-
i1rersedHopLi.st. The RREPs are sent towards the soiire along the reverse paths 
lmslghIt lw the copies of the R.R.EQ in their respective Travr.5 rlHopListti. The 
source collects RREPs received distil a timeout. The source sorts the available 
paths to the (lest iitation iii the asceiidiiig order of their eticf tee eiicl delays. The 
processing of R.BEQ and RREP packets at the sOl11('(Y is shown ill Algorithm 1. 
The processing of RREQ and RREP packets at. an intermediate node is shown ill 
Algorithm 2. and the processing of RREQ mid RREP at the (lestiliatioii is shown 
iii Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 Actions taken at the destiiiatioii. 
1: if Packet received is RREQ then 
2: if 11REQ. Pal lrl)(1rcy > RJ?EQ.I)ciajLii,iil then 
3: Discard the R B EQ 
	
1: 	else 
5: Compute ticxle-disjoii►t pat,lis 
6: if PathsCo;tputcJ > PathsDcszrcd then 
7: Select desired 1irhs1ber paths wit ii tifltliiiitiiii htiiiiber of hops ailtl con- 
t ('i►c Iii ,h lieit;l►l)Ors 
8: end if 
9: Generate HR EPs along selected node-disjoint pants 
10: t~iticast BREPs upstream 
11: end if 
12: end if 
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4.2.2 Route Maintenance 
If it node senses a link failure, it, infoi'nis Lll)st.rcauh 110(105 along all those paths 
whose part the failed link was by 11I11c2Lst.iiig a Route Error (RERR) message, 
one for each failed I)at.11. Every node that. receives an B EI1R message. marks the 
path invalid and al1icastti the RERR upstream. Eve11tuallv, the RERR arrives at 
the source. WW hen the source receives an REAM message it harks the failed path 
invalid. The source t hell sends the remilaillillg packets t.hrotigll alternate 1)atliS 
which are not yet, failed and sat isfv QoS requirements of t he application. If there 
is no such path. then the source initiates a new route c.liscoVery. The processing 
of an HERR, packet at an intermediate node is shown in Algorithm 2, and that 
at the source is shown in Algoritiuii 1. 
For sharing t-he traiflic among Inziltiple rio(Ie-edsjoiiit pat us, let there he k paths 
from the given source to the destination. Suppose there are (j packets to he sent. 
to the dest mat iOfl. where q > k. Then. packet. 111I1111)ere(l i is sent, along a f)at.h 
Ili1IIl1)et'e(1 11/'C.k. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
To evaluate the performance of our plof0co1. «•re ('ari'ie(l omit, simulations in ns-2. 
\'e generated topologies of the network where 100 nodes are (list.ributed uniformly 
randomly in a region of area 1000-w x 1000m. Each node is assumed to have it 
traiisililstiiou range of 250,i. The simulation t idle is lO() simulated seconds. The 
mobility model is random way D.ponxi (R\VP). III the R\VP 11toclel_ it ilocle chooses 
a. random speed ulliforilily distributed between a win spccd and max speed, and 
the default, value of mina speed i5 0. rl'11e node starts moving towards it randomly 
selected destination. When the node arrives at the ctustir1atiott, it takes it pause: 
amid then again starts moving following the similar steps. The tittle for which the 
110(10 takes it pause is known as the pause time. The (IefMilt value of the pause 
T- 
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time is set to 50 seconds. The inediitiu access control (\I:1C) layer is wslilllec to 
be IEEE 802.11 DCF. The baI(iwidtl1 of each link is assumed to be 11 \Ihps for 
the data traffic and 1 \lbp for the control traffic. The traffic is ('QatitaITt. bit rate 
(CBI) and the packet size is 102-1 1)vtes. 
W bile evaluating the performance of the protocol. we focused on the QoS 
SU('(•(.5.S r•cltiO. 	Ili(' QoS .5ziccess ra.ti() denotes how I11aI1\' f )ttc kets arrive at the 
destination before the expiry of their respective (Iea(11illes divided by the tot-all 
11lI1II1)er of packets sent, l)V the source. Iii other words, it represents the ratio of 
the number of packets whose QoS re({liircifletlts (iii teriiis of ehcl-tc,-ell(1 delay) 
are satisfied to that of the total number of packets sent l)y the source. 
Figure 4.1 shows QoS success ratio as it function of the rnux speed for different 
number of latffti from a giveir source to a destination. We observe that wit ii 
all I1lc1•ease 111 t.11(' rrlax SJu:(XI. QoS success rat to decreases. The reason is that 
liy increasing the Illax ~peed. nodes move faster. As it result. Vlore number of 
links and consequently the paths containing the links fail. Due to the failure 
of paths. many packets may not be able to reach the destination before their 
deadlines, and as a. result. the QoS success ratio decreases. Furt.11er, we observe 
that. QoS success ratio increases with an increase ill the number of paths. The 
reason is that if a path Illeet ill, t Ile, eucl-to-cunt delay cucist raillt fails. I he traffic is 
directed through another l)1t.11 satisfying the QoS requirement and which has Ilot, 
vet. failed. Therefore, ill case of mIMltil)le m,cle-disjoiIrt paths satisfying the QoS 
requirement, the QoS success ratio is relative1 larger as compared to a single 
Ipat11. 
Figure 4.2 shows the QoS success ratio as it function of the path length (ill 
number of hops) for different max .57)(_ec1s. AV-e ol)serve that. as the Imlil1l)er of hops 
ill the path increases, the QoS success ratio decreases. The reason is that each flop 
adds a delay to the end-to-end delay, and time chances of failure of a longer path 
are larger as compared to it shorter path. If it path that is currently satisfying 
QoS requirements fails. the repair of the path or it new route discovery Clue to 
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nonavatiilalhilitV of a pat 11 that has not vet failed. is it costly plienonlena in terms 
of t he errcl-to-en(i clela.v constraints. Therefore. QoS success ratio (lecreases with 
an increase in the number of hops. FIlrt her. we observe t hat the QoS success rat io 
decreases more rapidly for it larger value of t lie max spr('(1 (Inc t.o all increase(1 
rnc>hilitV and ecmiwCbrent.1y an i1i(ieli.Se(1 number of link and path failures. 
 now compare t tie performance of the proposed protocol. MQSR, wit 11 it 
protocol called AQOR [74].  Figure 4.3 shows the QoS success rat icy as a function 
of rri.(I.r speed for \IQSR and AQOR . We observe that the QoS success ratio of 
1)0t.li the protocols (kereases with and increase in sear .Si)(( (/. However. the QoS 
success ratio of MIQSII is greater than that of AQOR. l or xalnt 1 . for a is.a.i, 
speed of 'I rn /s. QoS success ratio of MIQSI is 0.903 and that of AQOII is 0.825. In 
other words, for a max speed of 1 III/-,, QoS success ratio of MQSH is 9.69`%% larger 
t luau t hat of AQOR. A reason for t his is t hat in case of 1\IQSR the source tries to 
i(lent.uN iii11btiI)le node-disjoint. paths that satisfy the QoS while in else of AQOR 
only it single' t)atitll i5 identified by the source to the destination. Therefore, in 
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case of MQSR there are alternate QoS paths to send packets to the, (lc.tivatiow, 
however. AQOR relies only (nr the single path. This accoirrrts for a larger QoS 
success ratio of XIQSR. as compared to AQOR. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The ('c)nt ril)irticurs made iii this chapter are as follows. 
• f' proposed a QoS aware intiltipath routing protocol for a mobile ad lioc 
iic'twork that uses IEEE 802.11 DCF as a MAC layer protocol. \\ie consid-
erecl end-to-end delay as the QoS parameter. III our protocol, the source 
tries to identify multiple mode-disjoint p~itlis that. satisfy QoS requirements 
in terms of end-to-curd delays. 
• TO evaluate the perforruauce of the protocol. W(' carried wilt siii 11aionls. AVe 
focused on the QoS success rat io. AV' observed that t lie QoS success ratio 
increases with an increase in the rilr?►iher of node-disjoint. paths available 
for sending packets between the given source awl the desthratio1. 
• We compared time perfortbailce of the proposed protocol that we call \IQSB 
xvitlr an existing protocol called AQOR aurcl observed that \IQSR. performs 
better in terra~ of QoS success ratio. Specifically. for a max speed of 4'ni./s. 
QoS success ratio of MQsIl is 9.G9Z larger thaut that of AQOI{. 
In time next chal)tcr, we analyze IEEE 802.1 le EDCA. which inherently has a 
provision of QoS. amid does not treed all explicit protocol for providing QoS. 
Chapter 5 
Differentiated QoS and IEEE 
802.11e EDCA 
In the previous chapter. Nve proposed a protocol for the provision of quality of 
service in an ad hoc network that. uses IEEE 802.11 DCF at the MAC layer. IEEE 
802.11 I)C F does not have all inherent support for quality of service, therefore. 
one lleeceds to use a protocol explicitly. In t his chapter, we analyze IEEE 802.11e 
EDCA for an ad lick network. which has a provision for QoS through the use of 
access categories. 
5.1 Problem Formulation 
In case of an ad hoc net work. IEEE 502.11 can be used as a Medium Access 
Control (MAC) layer protocol. The basic IEEE 802.11 uses Distributed Coor-
dination Euizoti.ont (I)('1- ) to share the sue(HU1n between multiple stations using 
CSMA/CA. However. DCF does not have an inlherennt provision for QoS, partic-
ularly, it does not have it not ion of high or low priority traffic. Ini other words, to 
use the DCF for QoS. one needs to design leis/leer own protocol that takes care 
of the provision of QoS over DCF. Alt slough. the original 802.11 defines another 
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coordination function called the Point Coo7'dinat.i.on. Function (PCF), which is 
availal)le only in infrastructure mode, where stations are connected to the net-
work through an Access Point (AP). however, this mode is optional and very few 
AI)s or \Vi-Fi adapters act.tially iI11I)lettlent it. In case of PCI" . M's send bea-
con frames at regular intervals (usually every 100 milliseconds). Between these 
beacon frames PCF define: two periods: (i) Contention Fn-re Period (CFP), and 
(ii) Contention Period (CP). In the CI'. DCF is used however, in the CE'P. AP 
sends Colltciition-Fi'r( -Poll (CF-Poll) packets to one of the station to give it the 
t'igltt to tPamltilltM a l)acket. Although, this allows f(>r 1 let ter management of QoS, 
however, PCF does Trot define classes )l t milli(' as is ('OItpiout wit Ii other Q<~ 
systems such as DiffSvrv. 
As ol)Dosect to IEEE 502.11 DCF. IEEE 802.11c is designed for applications 
that require Q'ualiitrj of Service (QoS). IEEE 802.1le enhances DCF and PCF 
through the use of a new coordination function called Hrtbrid Cordination Func-
tioit. (HCF). which consists of two Tltet.11ock of e1:iiitcl access: (i) HCP Controlled 
Channel Access (HCCA). and (ii) Enhanced Distr ilmted Channel Access (ED(JA). 
The operation of HC'C'A is similar to PCF, noWi'PNer, instead of providing two sep-
arate period, ('P and CFP (as III case of PCF), 1ICCA 1)roVi(Ies only one CFP 
period called C'  out rollcd Acct, .s Phase (CAP). which can be initiated at any tilue 
during the colltettt iotl period. However. the support for HCCA is optional and a 
very few :GPs are available in which HC('A is enabled. 
On the other hand. EDCA assigiis different priorities to different types of 
traffic •o that high priuflt)' traffic has higher chalices of being sent: than lower 
priority traffic. This is accomplished by using a shorter Contention lt'indow (C'\\') 
and shorter : b1a.Talrlon Inter-Fr-rrttu Space (AIF'S) for higher priority traffic as 
compared to lower priority traffic. l t► <►cldit loll. r:l)c'A provides ec►ttellliolt-free 
access to the ('hallitel for a period called Ti'um,511iit opportunities (TXOP). If a 
frame is too large to be transmitted in a single TXOP. it can he fragmented 
into smaller frames. The use of TXOPs reduces the I)1'ol)lem of low rate stations 
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1'aal)le ).1: Access categories for different types of traffic [76]. 
AC Traffic CW1,,;,, 
I
Cit' AIFSN TXOPIimi.t 
0 Best Effort (BE) 31 	1102:3 7 0 
1 Background (BK) 31 	~ 	1023 3 0 
Video (VI) 15 31 2 3.008ms 
3 Voice (VU) 7 15 2 1.504ms 
gaining an inordinate amount. of channel tulle in the legacy 802.11 DCF MAC. A 
TXOP time interval of 0 means it is limited to a single MAC Service Data Unit 
(NISDU). The classes of priorities in EDCA are called Access Categories (ACs). 
rI'he ACs for 0ilfErefit tt1n ' of traffic arc , iN-cri in Table 5.1. 
There are four access categories numbered fromll U through 3 in the increasing 
order of tlieu I>rioriti('s. III ,t her ws(ls. the 1)( st ('ffort tralfi( has the lowest 
priority. the background traffic has the Ilext lowest priority. The voice traffic has 
the highest priority and the video traffic has the next highest priority. DEhendillg 
on the type of traffic. the values of C\V I21l11. CW11,,,.. and .I1FSN are different. 
Typical values of CW7,11j , C •'-IHGEK . .4IF:SN'1'. and T.VOPli.mit are shown ill Table 5.1 
[76] . 
Many researchers have focused oil the analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF and IEEE 
802.1le EDCA. A model for anal zing saturation throughput and delay perfor-
mance of IEEE 802.11e EDCA assuming an ideal channel is presented in [77]. 
An analysis ofthe Nlc'.th1uH1 Access C'ou trol (MAC) access delay for IEEE 802.11e 
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) undranlsiry uIldfer saturation is 
proposed in [78]. 'I'lle model tries to incorporate the effect of :- IFS. C\V, TXOP 
and backoff Ihultiplier differentiation oil the MAC access delay. 
A saturation throughput analysis of IEEE 802.11e EI)CA is carried out in 
[79] and [SO] . A simple model for I F E 802.11 e EDCA for MAC parameter 
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optimization 15 presented in [82] and a How level analysis of EDCA parameters is 
carried out in i83J. A (h'Iay perforiii tnce analysis and evaluation of IEEE 802.110 
EDC:\ under finite load conditions is carried out, in [$81. The quelling ([clays 
are modeled using Call infinite buffer MIC1 I queue, and the analysis is foI• single 
11op> \VLA\ only. An analytical model for IEEE 802.11e EDCA under saturation 
conditions is l)rOl)osc'cl ill [84]. A delay model for IEEE 802.11 is proposed in [85]. 
A fixed point analysis of single cell IEEE 602.11 t' \VLA\s from I lie viewpoint. of 
Uniqueness and HiiIlt Istabi1ltgy' Is carried out iIl 'c$6] tilnder sat lst.iCil conditions. 
However, all these unalvtiC al models eOlIsi(lCr a single 1101) \ULAN. A st.uC1y of en(i-
to-end delay a'sura1i e in IEEE $02.11( based mobile ad hoc network is carried 
out in [106] tIli'ongk Q,ilutllations. 
A model for analysis of IEEE 802.11(, EDCA is described in [77]. However, 
the model presented in [77] does not take into account. (luring the computation 
of time average oIle-flop delay and the t1irC)IlhlJj)lmt. time I'a11rdoill ulltl)1)('1 Of empty 
slots a node has to wait before trying to trahs11iit it T)ae•b't . Our niodel is air 
improvement over the model presented in '77) because we take into account. the 
above n1c'ntiOIl('(1 r2iii(lol1l 11T11111)eT" of dflm)tV slots. nlic more (liffVrcI7re 1)etweetl 
the model presented herein and time model presented in (77] is that. we compute 
t 11(' transmission at teI111)t fate (or t lie t i'aIismnistilO11 j)robalalit}'), Trj, using the 
Tencuwal-rewarti theorem. ,3 . however. in I; 7]. the transmission probability is colii-
pUtCcl using mean tvaluc lU11el,lJsis. Furtlier, the expression of the transmission 
pi' C)1 ti'llltIv Presented iIl [i 1 (hoes Ilot consider a fimiite t1l1Il1})('I' of 1'Ctrans1I11sslon 
at1(MI1j)*-. rather it assumes the number of transmission atte1iupts to be infinite). 
however. our expression of the transmission probability or tramisinission attempt 
rate takes lIlto account it finite number of transmission attempts. The models 
presented ill [77] consider only a Single llol) \\ LAN. however, we here consider 
all ad hoc' network where there (•all be imiu1ltil)lC hops frolll 21 given source to 
destination. 
II1 this (•11apter. we analyze the performance of IEEE c$02.1 Ic EDCA in an 
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ad hoc network where there can be Wnilti11ol) 1iatlis frolic a given source to a 
(lestination. During our anal sis. we focus on the following 1)aralneters (i) average 
end-to-end delays. a n(1 (ii) throughput. \\'e study the impact of the probability 
of collision and the trc111stuiissio11 attempt rate on the average end-to-end delays 
and throughput of different access categories of IEEE 802.11 EDCA. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Iii Section 2, we present an 
overview of IEEE 802.11e EDCA. Section 3 contains an analysis of IEEE 802.11 
EDCA. In Section 4, we present, results and discussion. The last section is for 
conclusion. 
5.2 An Overview of IEEE 802.11 EDCA 
II1 t his sect ion. we l)reseIlt at brief overview of the I FEE 802.11 ED('A. Similar 
to IEEE 802.11 DCF. IEEE 802.11 , EIC a also uses CSMA/C'A. However, as 
opposed to DCF «,Iiicli i rovides equal access contentions to all scat kills using 
the saiUe DIFS. CIV,,,,,, aul l CU 	. EDC'A provides differentiated access using 
the EDCA parameters Al FSAC1. Ctt "1„ii G-1c'j. C:'ll - YIAC}. and TXOFliiuit{AC) 
for it corresporscliur, -\C'. nuniberec, fruu, O to 3. '1'11( t)ara111 'ter .AIFS[AC] is 
(ltterIH1h1Eel I)y 
AIFS r.ACI = SIFS + a x AIFSN[AC'1 	 (5.1) 
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where rr is the slot t1I11e and AIFSN1AC] is the number of slots for which a station 
has to defer its transmission after an SIFS duration. The parameter TROP is 
incorporated to eI1l1aI1ce the throughput of the protocol in the sense that a station 
is allowed to transmit multiple packets up to the TXOPlinlit after going through 
t.11(e l)flrkU)ff l)rocess. A TX(I ,linmt = U indicates that a station is allowed to 
traI1sIIliit CI11V oI1e I)t1('ket aft cy completing the Da(l)Ii prote0itre. 
5.3 Analysis of IEEE 802.11 EDCA 
use the saiuie network model as describe (1 in ( hfll)ter 2. Let. the EDCA param-
eters for a station with a given AC be AIFS[AC]. CkV j"[AC]. and C.W [AC]. 
As shown in Table 5.1, AC = 3 has the highest priority. NC = 2 has the next 
higher priority, and so on. AC = 0 has the lowest. 1)riorit.Y. In other words, a 
larger priority uiu!u!1)er (lesignates a higher priority of an AC. For the sake of 
simplifying the expressions. we transform the EDCA parameters as follows: (i) 
di = AIFo-1-2 . ( ii) h-i i = C\\ 1 [4 — 1]. (iii) C" nrax[4 — 1] = 1112C\Vinin[4 — I], and 
(iv) n; _ X[4 —1] (i.e. number of stations with AC = 4 — i). In other words, there 
are n l stations of AC = 3 (voice), n2 stat-ions of AC = 2 (video), 11:1 stations of 
AC = 1 (background), 11 4 statiucuis of SAC = 0 (lx'st-eft'ort,). Using '1'able 5.1 ?lll(1 
(5.1). we have, 
AIFS[O] = SIFS + 7a 
AIFS'11 = 	SIFS + 3a 
All--S[2] = SIFS + ` a 
_AIFS[3] = 	SIFS + 2cr. 	 (5.2) 
Clearly. AIFSO] > AIFS[1] > AIFS[2] > AIFS[3], therefore, d1 < d2 < (13 < (1.1 . 
In a network. man e• stations mig11t be cot itending to access the wireless channel 
to transmit their franies using the procedure laid down for EDCA. When a station 
is ill the backoff state. it does Iiot, trtI.Il5Il11t ally fraII1e and is considered to be idle. 
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There caii lie it segtteiice of t(lle periods <LII(l tralis iusstoia periods on the eharaiie1. 
For it station. an icI1e period followed by a transmission period is called <L cycle. 
The length or duration of all Idle period is random and can he divided into four 
subperiods that we call 4W1itrat1oW Di. jfc•iene(c Periods (AI)Ps). The jth ADP is 
defilled ilS t Ile t j111( dilf('1ell(e I)('t wcen All S[-1 -- j] and AIFS[3 — j] for j = 1, 2.3: 
and the fourth ADP is defined as t lie til„c duration greater than ADP[4]. Let 
(1, = d ; l —d1. j = 1,'x. 3 be the length of ADP; in terms of the number of slots. 
WW'e' wish to model delays mmticd th rotll;h put of IEIE:E 802.1 le EDCA. As itlen-
t.ioned earlier. IEEE 802.1 Ic EDCA has four ACs with t heir own :kIFSs. In order 
to model the delays and throughput. of IEEE 802.1 l e EDCA. let p,, lie the proh-
ability that a frame transmitted by a station with access category- 4 - r collides 
with the transmissions of another statical in the ADP; (whose length is 
Let Rid be a stid0I11 vafpblc t hat reI)l't'sC'Iiiti the Mu111be of attempts to 
transtiut it packet of an AC — •1 — i with Cl l , ~, [4 — 1] = 2' , C1,1,r ..i,, [4 — / . 
assuming the collision probability p,,. JIlld the maximum number of transmissions 
fora packet for all ACs to be .11. Hue expected nuuu )or of transmission attempts 
is as follows. 
E R , J J = 1 -t- 1), i + /1;; `' + ... + 1,i j 
11+1 1 — ;; _ 	IJ 	 (5.3) 
1 — liii 
Let Xi; be a ramidoam variable that represents the number of backoff slot, for 
a station with AC = 4 - i iii ADP j in <L backoff stage. The expected number of 
backoff slots is its follows. 
(1III - -A._~ cu . 	( . 1F~ - 	j-1 cl~. E[_,,] _ 	 +,~,, 
+ 
— > . i f1A 	 ~,~ , . t 	„HillE'i ( .fl' °r - 
i 
+ r'~i 	 2 	+ 	 '2 
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Let ",J repre seIlts t lie average tran1s2Hission attempt rate (or the transmission 
probability. ) of it station wit ii AC = 4 — i at a slot boundary in ADP, which is 
as follows. 
E [ Hi ~] 
TiJ 	 (5.J =
f
) E l",;j ' 
Using (5.3) and (5.4). (5.5) can be written its follows. 
2(1 - 2p)(1 -  
Try _ 
U, {(I 	2n` r ptj'"')(I — J),,) 	?rgrp fl$. ( 2 _ Pr, ' ".+I)(1 	2p,)} 	CI  L.l=1 
(5.6) 
In what follows. we describe the computation of vIAC delays using the trans- 
nhistiloh attel1lt- riff?. 
5.3.1 MAC Delays 
The \IaC delays for a head-of-/inc (HOL) packet. in IEEE 802.11 consist of back-
off delays and transmission delays. We describe how to compute( each of these 
coniponent.s its follows. 
As mentioned earlier. ; represents the transmission Probability (more ac- 
curately. the transmission attempt. rate) of a station with AC = =l 	i at a slot 
boundary in _ADP j. It may happen that none of the station from the whole net-
,vork transmits in a slot. To incorporate it, legit 111,.3 be the f)robahilit.y that there 
is at least. one transmission in it slot, which is given by the following expression. 
Ptr; = 1 — I~ (1 — 	 (5.7) 
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where, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the AC = 4 i. The matrix for the four ACs is, 
Pt. _ [Ptr-i Ptr2 Ptra P1141 
Note that an ADP may contain many slots, and in each slot, a station with 
an access category j can transmit with probability pr. We use another ma-
trix that we call ADP t7ananetsszon prcbabsdity matrix, represented by P0. _ 
[P"' pn2 Pua Pa,]L The jth clement, p,,, of the matrix P,, represents the 
probability that a transmission begins in ,DPI . Using the principle of indepen-
dence, the jth element, p,,, of the matrix Pte, is given by the following expression. 
Q 1 i-i 
Pa _ 	.7=1,23 
~37 
Yon — 11 — Ptr). 	 (58) 
In other words, (5.8) gives the probability that there is at least one trausinission 
during the ADP; while there is no transmission by a station with a higher priority 
AC (see the definition of ADF whose duration in Lerms of the rwmber of slots is 
Let pe „~,r be the probability that a transmission from a station with AC = 4—i 
in ADP is successful, and is given by 
1 — Ptr 
P r1 1-7, 
7:J 1 Pv, _ 	 (5.J) 1 —iii P[ r; 
Let pF; he the probability that a transmission from one of the ry stations with 
AC = 4 - us successful. The probability p,~ is given by 
Ps. _ 	 P.,K,a o; . 	 (5.10) 
The average length of the slot time for AC = 4 — i (including the idle time, 
transmission time, and collision time) is as follows. 
E ysleii] = (1— Pt*.)a +AevVs,T, 4 !h1 (1— 	(5.71) 
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The average delay. E[D,]. inc11rr('d 1)V it packet of AC = 4 — i is given by. 
L[D J ] = L [.l'~]. F, [slvt]. 	 (5.12) 
Adding t.o L; [D,] the queuing delays. (say L[Q]),  we bet single lop delays for 
a packet of an access category i. 111 other words, the delay's inclurre(l 1)y a packet 
of all AC i is. 
D = 1;[ID,j + L:(Q,]. 	 (5.13) 
where. k[(21} depends uponthe quelling (liscipline. We here assilllle an MM1/\ 1/ 1 /K 
priority queue model. 
5.3.2 Mult ihop Delay 
As mentioned earlier, each node in the network is assumed to have a t.ransIllls- 
Sion range of r and a carrier sensing range 1'(., = 2/'. A nodecan transmit to a 
neighboring node lying inside its transmission range, however, the transluissions 
of a node lying in its carrier sensing range Iuay collide with its own transmissions. 
Assuming that all no(1h's in an ad hoc network, irrespective of their access cate-
gories. are distributed ran(lolnly in the region of its deployment, the exj)ression 
of the number of nodes lying in the carrier sense range. v(..,. is given by (2.3). In 
IEEE 802.11e EDC'A, there are four access categories, and assuming that it node 
may belong t.o ally' one category. the average number of nodes belonging to an 
access category i 1, H, = 
H)wever. there (' tI1 be COIl1ll1o1l Ilo(les 1)etweeI1 the carrier S('llse areas of two or 
more adjacent nodes lying along a path. Therefore, there has to he an adjustment 
ill the liuuVlheI of neighboring Inodes whose t 1-ansIllissioIls I1lia' collide with the 
transmissions of a given Ilo(l(. :1cIjuutit1uieult in the AIuuIu1)er of neighboring nodes 
of two or more adjacent nodes lying along a multihop path in a contention based 
MAC protocol is l)res('Ilt('(1 iii [109]. 'Therein. all expression that, relates the 
modified u)i)h1(r of neighhorirlg nodes after adjustment. v~.,, and the original 
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number of Ieighboring Ilodes'vithout such an adjustI11ent. ii. has been described, 
which is as follows. 
(5.14) 
where, 0 < t < 1. is called an adjustment factor. An expression for \ in terms 
of the number of flops along the path is presented in [109]. 'Then. the rrlodified 
Illnnl)er of nodes of each access categories caI1 he taken to be tt, = 	Let there 
be ii llol)s aloilg a j)atll fn)I11 it given source to a (lestillatioll. Let D' be the single 
1101) deli corresl)()I1(lillg to the adjusted average TWtniber of neighbors, ri<. Then, 
the average E'Il(1 t0-t'll<1 delay from a given source to a (destinnatioI1 is given by, 
Dpath = 11D'. 	 (5.15) 
In what follows, we analyze the throughput of IEEE 802.11 EDCA. 
5.3.3 Throughput 
In this subsection. we a111alyze the throughput under saturation i.e. when the 
queue is assumed to be never empty. Let E[P] be the expected length of the 
payload including the header. Let 	be the system throughput of AC (4 — i], 
Which is given by t lie following exppressic)11. 
p"Ptr 1 1'] yZ = F, :. lut1] 
(5.16) 
where. EP[ is time average length of the frame. Using (5.11), (5.16) can be written 
7~s,ptr, E[PI 
i = 
	f r/'.s, 	
1 I 	 (. .li) 
(1 — Ptr, ) i7 +Dte,f 1 8, +I)ll'i ( 1 	l )ai) l e, 
Note that (5.17) gives an expression for the throughput of it node Under satura-
tion. 
In what follows. Nve present results and cliscllSSiOfl. 
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Tabl 	.2: Diflcr('iit I)<►raiiicl ('rs X111(1 1 liic %--ttl'lcs f 	Ih EE <802.1 le EDCA. 
Parameter Lalac Remark L'xpla'nati.onn 
MAC I-I(lr 20.3Gtt.s 28 I)Vtes (28 x 8 	1)its)/(11MI)I)s) 
P1-1Y H(Ir 17.45ps 21 bytes (24 x 8 	bits)/(11N1bps) 
tsil's 1011.5 
(T 20~(S 
t:~cic 304ti.c (112 + 192) hits (30-1 	hits)/(li\II)ps) 
Data Channel 11 Mbps 
Control Channel 1 \II)py 
Propagation Delay ( 1p.s (Asilixicci) 
Data 714.72ti<s 1024 bytes (1024 x :1 	bits)/(1lMbps) 
(UDP + IP) Header 29.090tp.5 40 bytes (40 x 8 	I )its)/( 11Mbps)  
5.4 Results and Discussion 
I.('t 1l1c1( 1)( 10O i1wic, li-t iii lllte(I 1 Hf(1cl11l V ill a l'egiOn of area 1000111 x 1000111. 
Each node has transmission range of 2.5 0m unless and otherwise stated explicitly, 
and the carrier sense range is assumed to be twice of the transmission range. \Ve 
assume that each node is equipped wit 11 an oA11lic1irectioIla1 alrteiiiia. The traffic 
is constant bit. rate with a packet size of 102.1 bytes. A\gie have queue lou(1 factor 
f) = 0.1. \Ve have assuniecl a propagation delay' of fps. III case of IEEE 802.11e 
EDCA. the data channel is assullle(1 to have a rate '11.1Ibt).' and the control 
vl1(1Illlel is assumed to have a rate of 1_\I?i/)tt. A slroIma'F of the I)i11'iI1l1et('Tti 
and their corresponding values is given1 in Table 5.2. The carrier sensing range 
is assIA1e(l to) be tlit' tww'I('(' of the transmission rang(. For the results obtained 
aunalyticallv and through ddmilat ions, Nve assume a node may send a packet of 
only one access category and the mini iii )er of lio)Oes Sendd u g packets of one category 
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Figure 5.2: A%-enige en(l-to-end delay (iii iii i1 ! I-('( ( )u(is) as it function of the 
collision l)rol)al)ilit}' for transmission range 170m. 
is one fourth of the total number of nodes in the network. llowever. all nodes. 
irrespecpt ivy t heir access oat ego r ies. are distributedi ra.iicic_►irllv. For simulation 
results, each point represents an average of 1()t) simulation hums. 
Figure 5.2 shows the average olelav as a function of the collision pro bal>ilit.y 
when the transrrrissicnr range of each node is set to 150m. We observe that. wit h 
an Iuerea se in t lie l)r0hai>ilitY of collision, the average delay irrcrearses for all 
access categories of traffic. However, the amount of increase in the average delay 
Ir►('nrreol lw packet s of access categ(>ries wit Ii higher priorities is less BLS compared 
to the average delay incurred by packets of access categories with lower priorities. 
Specifically, the delays incurred by packets of different access categories are in 
the following order. 
D,a('.1 	U.1U9 < I~tl' < I~AC'c, 	 (5.18) 
where. late •, represents the average crrcl-to-duct delay of ~ C,. Further, the above 
trend is observed for the average delays incurred by packets of different, a('(:cws 
categories computed analytically as well as ul>taineci through siriri►lations. 
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collision prohabi lit y for transmission range 25( )w. 
Let 115 (o11i )are the analytical and SiI1l11liLtloIl results for the average ('lid-to-
end delay. For collision 1rolml)iliI.y 0.01, the differences between the analytical 
and sin elation valrle-, of the average end-to-end (lelays for the traffics of 1103, 
AC2. AC 1. and AC() are 6.9591 %, 6.0320%. 0.05466%, and 2.98,16(Y(,, respec-
tively. For collision hrohahility 0.02. the differences between the analytical and 
simulation values are 7.0812(%,, 5.O32()(%,. 0.05466%:, au  2.9846%. rc51)ectively. 
For collision probability 0.10, t lie differences are 8.1972%%, 5.95u0 X . 0.03165(X 
and 3.8601(% , respectively. This lea(ls us to say t hat the values of the average 
enci-to-encl delay obtained through simulations are in conformance to the analyt-
ical values. 
Figure 5.:3 shows the average delay as a function of the collision probability for 
the transrmssionn range of each mode is set to 250w. We observe that the delays 
of all access categories increase wit 11 the increase in the collision prol>abilit.y. The 
trend of increase in the delays is similar to that of Figure 5.2. In other word~, 
the delays incurred by the l)tsc•kets of different access categories are in accordance 
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Figure 5.-1: Transmission probability .1,5 a function of collision pro bal)ility for 
transmission range 25t)m. 
wit ii (5.18). Comparing Figure 5.2 and Figure ;5.3. we find that the lel<l.vs l  
the trilI1sII]lstiioI1 range I50w arc smaller than the 0e1i1.vti for 250111. 
1_et us compare the values of the average eI1(1-to-eI1(I delay obtained aIlalyt-
ically and through sinuila.tions. For collision probability 0.01, the differences 
between the analytical and simulation values of the average endi-to-end delays for 
the traffics of AC3, AC2. AC'1. and ACC) are 1.55-19%, 0.05731%, 0.0000%, and 
0.O1315X. respectively. For collision probability 0.02, the differences between the 
analvtical and simulation values are 1.6322`%:, 0.6157%. 0.00001%, and 0.014719(], 
respectively. For collision probability 0.10. the differences are 2.5243%., 0.09857%, 
0.0000%. and 0.02866%. r(!til)ect ively. I'llis Iea(ls us to a011e111(nc 11011. the values 
of the average (91d-to-en(I dcIav e btAine(l through simulations are in confe)rniancx' 
to the analytical values. 
figure 5.4 shows transmission] 1)robahilitV (or transmission att('1111)1 rate) as 
a function of the collision probability when the t ri1mlti1luisslon range of each Ilode 
is set IO 250m. \1'e observe that with an increase in the collision I)re)hahiIity, 
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the transmission probability decreases. The reason is obvious, an increase in the 
number of collisions implies that a node that wishes to transmit has to increase 
its backoff windowr again and again, and as a result, the chances to successfully 
transmit the packet decrease, thereby, decreasing the transmission probability. 
Figure 5.5 shows the throughput as a function of the transmission probabil-
ity (or transmission attempt, rate) for the transmission range of each node to be 
150m. We observe that as the transmission probability increases, the through-
put of nodes of all access categories decreases. This is due to the fact that an 
increase in the transmission probability or the transmission attempt rate means 
that more number of nodes try to transmit simultaneously, thereby, decreasing 
the throughput. However, the throughput of the nodes that are part of an access 
category with higher priorities is higher than the nodes that belong to an access 
category with lower priorities. Hr other words, the throughput of nodes with 
different access categories satisfy the following inequality. 
WACU ~ 4aAC, 5 i✓AC2 < d'Aca 	 (5.19) 
where, OAC, represents the throughput of AC; . 
Figure 5.6 shows the throughput as a function of the transmission attempt 
rate for the transmission range, r = 250m. Similar to Figure 5.5, we observe 
that the throughput of nodes of all access categories decrease with an increase 
in the transmission attempt rate. The reason for this decrease is the same as for 
Figure 5.5. The throughput of nodes of all access categories decrease more rapidly 
when the nodes in the network are assiggued a transmission range of 250/n (see 
Figure 5.5) as compared to the transmission range of 15Oin (see Figure 5.6)- This 
is due to the fact that increasing the transmission range increases the number of 
neighbouring nodes contending for the channel, which increases the number of 
collisions, and thereby, the throughput is decreased. 
Figure 5.7 shows average delay (in microseconds) as a function of naax speed (in 
meter per second) for a random waypoint mobility model. The transmission range 
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of each node is 250m, the pause time is St.) seconds. an(l the total simulation time 
is 100 second". \\e observe that with all increase in max speed. the average delay 
of frames belonging to each AC increases. The reason is that with an increase 
in the mar .speed, nodes move From their positions more frequently, therefore. 
contention delays increase. thereby. islcteasiuig the average delays. The average 
delay of the traffic Delolggiml to AC3 is smaller than the average delay Incurred 
by frames of AC2. and so oil. The average clergy of AC() is the I11axilll11111 due to 
the least priority assignees to the traffic that belongs to ACO. 
Figure 5.8 shows average throughput (Ili bits per second) as it function of 
max speed (iii meter per second) for it raahelouiu wavlpoillt usability usages. The 
t ransmmmission range of each node is 250111 , the pa115e time is 50 secG1(1s, aunt the 
total simulation time is 100 seconds. V e observe that with all increase in max 
speed. the average throughput of frames belonging to each AC decreases and 
the throughput of AC3 is larger than the throughput of AC2. and so oil. The 
throughput of ACO is the smallest cite, to the least priority assigned to it. 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this Chapter. we proposed a model for the analysis of WEE 02. lie EDCA for 
an ad floc network. The contributions wade in this chapter are its follows. 
• Our model is based on the CWT' and AIFS differentiation. During the anal-
vsis. we focus oii the average delay` incurred by it packet along it l)at.11 from 
a given source to it d stinat,ion. and the average throughput. 
• \Ve studied t lie effect of collisioui probability oil the average (belays incurred 
by packets of (lifferent access categories. Also. we tital(siecl the effect. of 
transmission attempt, rate on the average throughput of a node that belongs 
to an access category. 
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• We observed that the average delays incurred by packets of different ac-
cess categories increase with the collision probability and their throughput 
decrease with an increase in the transmission attempt rate. 
• validate the atialvsis, we (arrie(1 out siiiirnlat.ioiis. We observed that the 
clues of the average end-to-end delay obt,anie(d through simulations are 
in accordance with the analytical values. For the average throiughpiit the 
trend of the simulation curves is similar to the analytical curves. 
In the next chapter. we present a protocol for the provision of QoS in an ad hoc 
network that uses TD\1A at. the MAC layer. 
Chapter 6 
QoS in TDMA-Based Ad hoc 
Networks 
in the previcnls ( lial)ter. we analy red IEEE U2.11(, El )CA for an ad hoc network. 
which has all i11liereht support for the Q()S t 11rolghl I he use different priorities for 
difereIlt access categories. III this chapter. we propose a protocol for providiIng 
QoS in an ad hoc network that uses TD\IA at the MAC layer. 
6.1 Problem Formulation 
Many researchers have focused o11 the use of Tinto Division _hclt.ip/e Access 
(TDI A) at. the Medium. Access Control (MAC) layer of an ad hoc network, and 
also tried to investigate how one can provide QoS in an acl hoc network which is 
based on TDZIA. To that cud. a QoS routing protocol based on TDZIA is pro-
posed in [115'. We call it Zhu and Cor5011 "S Quality of Service (ZCQ) routing 
protocol. For providing it QoS path and to reserve the required nuI1111cr of time 
slots. the protocol. therein, utilizes olle-hop neighborhood iIffornH21t1D11. 
In [118]. a protocol called Rail-Time Dvui ullic• Source Routing (RT-DSR) is 
proposed, and in 119] it is discussed how the ITT-DSR, can be used to provide de- 
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lay guarantees. To allocate the required slots, each rode is prevented to use any 
of the slots that are used by its one hop neighbors. A cross-layer TDMA-based 
routing protocol is proposed in [1201 to satisfy the delay and bandwidth require-
ments of an application. The approach followed therein also forbids each node 
to use a slot that is used by any of its one hop neighbors. However, forbidding 
either one hop neighbors 120] or two hop neighbors ([118] and [119]) to use any 
of the slots that are used by the node, it is difficult to avoid the hidden terminal 
and exposed terminal problems. 
In one of our previous works 1211, we proposed a QoS routing protocol for a 
TDMA based ad hoc network. The protocol enhances the bandwidth guarantees 
using multiple node-disjoint paths. in this chapter, w-n propose a QoS routing 
protocol to provide delay guarantees for an ad hoc network that is based on 
TDMA. The difference between our previous work [121] and the present work is 
as follows. In '1211, we presented a protocol that tries to identify multiple node-
disjoint paths between a given source and a destination, however, in the present 
work we propose a protocol that tries to identify a path between the given source 
and the destination which satisfies the QoS requirements. Note that in a TDMA-
based ad hoc network, each node determines and reserves a set of time slots for 
transmitting its packets using a suitable slot determination procedure. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the 
proposed protocol. Section 3 contains an analysis of the average end-to-end delay 
and loss probability. In Section 4, we present results and discussion. Finally, the 
last section contains the conclusion. 
6.2 Proposed Protocol 
In this section, we describe a routing protocol for a TDMA-based ad hoc network. 
We call the proposed protocol Contention Aware Quality of Service (CAQS) rout- 
ing. Our protocol consists of three phases: (i) slut determination (ii) route dis- 
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cover. illld (iii) route mainte11anc'c. \Ve describe each of these phases as follows. 
6.2.1 Slot Determination 
In this phase, every node in the network tries to determine the slots that. it. nmax,  
use for the transmission of packets. \1'e assume t hat. there is a pool of slots 
containing; the i1laxil1ltilil llunlbcr of slots (say :Var5lots) that may be used by 
a node provided that those slots are not used by any of its k-hop neighbors, 
where I = 3. Initially a node does not kilo v what. are the slots that, are used by 
its A-liop neighbors. Therefore, a node randolllly selects a number of slots and 
enquires its k-hop neighbors whether any of theiu is using any of the slots that it 
has selected. For that purpose. the node sends a Slot ENQiLI7-!y (SENQ) packet 
to its neighbors. The SENQ packet contains the following information. 
<OiriginatorAd(lir,4s. EtgSequen.ceNo. SlotsPicked. SlotslnLse. HO/)Count. Re 
c2}HopCournt. Path. Nu niNeigh.bor>. 
Initially, HopCotcnt=3. Rec•vHopCourit=O, and S'lotsinLse is empty. When 
a 1-hop neighboring node of the originator node receives the SENQ packet, it 
examines whether its own address is present on the Path field of the SENQ. 
If yes, it discards the SENQ packet. Otherwise, It decrements the HopCount 
by one, increments the Ruci'HopCount by o1W. alp1p('11ds its own set, of slots to 
the SlotslnUse field together wit Ii the current value of the Reci'HopCount, and 
appends its own address on the Path field of SENQ. The O•ri.ginatorAddress is the 
address of the node which generated the SENQ packet., and the EngSequenceNo 
is the sequence number of the SENQ packet. The tuple Ouiqinator lciclres.,. 
EugSujuenceNo> uniquely idcntific s the SENQ packet. 
If HopCount=O. the receiving node generates it Slot REPly (SREP) and sends 
it to the originator of SENQ. The SREP contains the following inforniat.iuIi. 
<OriginatorAddre.s.s. EnqScquenceNo, Slot sliit`sc. HopCouTI.t. Rccu11o1Count. 
Pat/i>. 
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The HopCount field of SREP is itiitiailired to 3 and is r1c'crctttrtttec1 by one 
every t 1111 the SREP is forwarded upstream. The I?i(r'HnpcOuflt of SREP is 
the last Rect'llopC.oun.t of SENQ and retrains unchanged as the SR El' travels 
upstream or on the reverse pat It of what is coat a1hel itt Path field of SENQ. 
-Note that Slot .sin L sc contains the set of slots used by the neighbors together with 
their hopcottnts from the originator of the SENQ. This field is sittihlv copied from 
the SENQ packet which is processed by the bode while sending it SRIJ ). :1fter 
receiving the SREP.S from the kk-hop neighbors vtI-hiere k = 1 ...3, the originator 
trade marks the slots contained in SlotsIn Usc field of SREP to be invalid. If the 
originator of SENQ has suflicietit ttuttiber of slots that it arse tt'c'. thrust it "tots; 
otherwise. it ittit iat.es t lie next it eras ion till it has a sttffieieut number of slots that 
are not used by its k-hop neighbors. k = 1 ... 3. 
6.2.2 Route Discovery 
If a source has packet, to send to the destination and it clods not have a route 
to the destination, it initiates a route discovery by generating a Rome REQucst 
(RREQ) message. Au t RREQ contains the following informationl. 
<Sourc:•cc:lddress, Dcstiuutio?r.Irlcicz.ss. SequenccP'usnbcr. Truvcrsu1IIogList, Qo 
SSlots. AraiiabI('Siat.s. Dclui/Eiii,n. Pat/iDi'lay, Eorbicldcir.Nci.ghbours>. 
.Note that time tttl)Ie <Soru'ce.-Iciclr(.''. Dc,stinatimi.-lddress. SequenecNumber'> 
Uniquely identifies an RREQ. Two I?l?EQs with the same values for the fields of 
the tulle are known as copies of one anot her. Let us call ;i node. which is neither 
the source of the RREQ nor is the (lestilationn of the RREQ. as ate intermediate 
11010. When an ittterttteciiate nod de receives an /?REQ. it. examines whether its 
own a(l(lress is already present its t 1w Toirc rsedHopList field. If so, it discards the 
RREQ. Otherwise. it decides to forward the copy of the RREQ. Before forwarding 
the copy of the RRL'Q to the next neighbor. an intermediate node follows the 
following procc'clttrc. 
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• It estimates the delay from its upstream neighbors to itself including the 
ctiteiiiiig delays. Let the estimated delay be Ho1)Deuly. It then adds the 
ValUC contained in RREQ.Patl,Di lay/ to the HutpDela.ct. In other words. 
RREQ. Pc,thDeiaij = RREQ. I'(cthD(1ur/ -T-- HotyD(.i(ry. 
• It c(nnpares RREQ.Pat1rr1c-1rrj with D(1ayLirs.i1. If RREQ.Pat1iDc1ay > 
Dc layLzmit. tlieii it discards the RREQ. 
• It. checks whether the nuiiiber of available slots at. the current. node (say 
Ar•ailablc-Slots[i]) is less than the QoSSIots. If Yes, it discards RREQ. 
Otherwise. it. forwards RREQ to its neighboring nodes. 
It is clear that when the RREQ reaches the dest.iiiat.ion, the field P(i.thDelay 
contains the delay required for forwarding a data packet from the source to the 
destination along the path represented by  the Traver•sedHo1Li.st of tlhe RREQ. 
The destination examines «•het.lier the RREQ.PatllDcla.iJ < DelayL2rnit. If 
yes, it. generates a Route REPly (RREP%. Otherwise the destination discards the 
RREQ. The RREI' is sent towards the smirce along the reverse path brought. by 
the copy as Ti•ac'crscdHopLi.st. .1s soon as the source receives an RRLP, it starts 
sending the data packets along the path contained in the Tcaree.s((IHo1)Li..st of 
the RREP. 
6.2.3 Route Maintenance 
If a node senses it link failure, it informs ttl)streatn nodes along all those paths 
whose part was the failed link. To do so. it unicasts a Rout(, ERRor (RERR) 
messages. one for each failed path. Every node that receives an RF,RR. message 
marks the path invalid and unicasts the RERR bl)stream. Eventually, the RERR 
arrives at the source. When the source receives an RERR iiiessage it iiiarks the 
failed pat Ii invalid. The source theta looks for an alternate path in the route 
cm-lw. If it ffifi3Oy a pat h I () t lic (l'5 itiat 111 t hat is hot vet failed aia l tllalt Sat isfies 
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the QoS requirements of the iloa of packets, it starts sending data packets along 
the path. Otherwise, it initiates a new route discovery. 
In what follows, we analyze the proposed protocol. 
6.3 Analysis 
In this section. we analyze the delays incurred by a packet along a path from a 
given source to a destination and the probability of packet losses due to buffer 
ovefiow_ For that pi  pose, we assmixw the same network modci av ficSmiled in 
Chapter 2. 
To analyze the end-to-end delays incurred along a path from a given source to 
a destination. we first analyze the single hop delays, and then we shall extend our 
analysis for multiple hops along a path. Note that single hop delays involve the 
queuing delays, propagation delays, the MAC delays, and the frame transmission 
delays. Let L he the length of the packet and C be the capacity of the link, then 
fraine transmission delay is L. Let e be the propagation delay. To determine the 
average queuing delay. let the number of buffers at each node be K. If a packet 
that arrives at a node finds all buffers occupied, then the packet is lost. If a newly 
arrived packet finds an empty butler ill the queue, it enters the queue and waits 
for its turn. The first packet ill the queue that is to rcxeive the service is called 
the head-of-line (HOL) packet. 
Let us consider the transmission of HOL packet. The MAC protocol, winch 
is TDMA, tries to transmit the IIOT. packet. As mentioned earlier, the node has 
already determined and reserved a set of time slots for its transmissions. The 
node transmits the frame in the slot reserved by it and then waits for it turn. 
After the node hay finished transmission, its neighboring nodes try to transmit 
their own frames in their respective slots. The time to wait for transmitting the 
subsequent packet by the node depends on how many neighboring nodes wish to 
transmit their own packets. The average number of nodes lying in the carrier 
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sense range of a !lode including itself is z/,.., = ,; 	 . At the \IAC layer. the Ilocfe 
transmits for the time t.,, and is idle for the time (v — 1) x t,. 
An approximation of quelling delay and MAC delay inrtlrreci h a HOL packet 
at a node using .111.11 11,/K queuing model is as follows. We consider that the 
server is transmitting for the time I. and is idle (or oil vacation) for the time 
(v — 1)t,. Let. A be the arrival rate and p he the departure or service rate with 
the load factor p _ . for the server without auiv idle or vacation time. On the 
other hand. the TD vIA \l:AC caul be considered to have an arrival rate A' = A 
and service rate p' _ 	with a modified load factor. vhiic1l is as follows. 
\' 
P 	/1~ 
A 
Iii .. A 
= 1,cP. 	 (6.1) 
WW'C «•ould like to >neiut io )il t hat t he t ilne slot 1. is c•hosen1 in such a fashion so that 
L 
1 > ,, + + t.tc t; 	 ( 6.2 ) 
C: 
where, t :tc-h- is the time taken by tli€ Aek•ituWlc e mcld (A(T) I)~lekvt.. 
The expression for the waiting time inside the queue is. 
1 	li pi 
1 —t 	1 _~~r; 
_L(_ 	li (v.p)h 	 (6.3) = 
ve f) 1—(vc p) 1__(Ve. p)K 
The expression for the probal)i lit y of packet losses is as follows. 
- ) 
TLv" 
__
1 — (1 /)K+1 
(6.4) 
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\uw tile' ar('I 1g4 (1('l~tV- moil- .i tiii iii 1iiu!) 1)t 11 that 	I1sists 4 f lr hOf)s is 
	
=Ir(t,--tl"') 	 (6.5) 
where. 14" is the waiting timme using the adjusted nunther of neighbors lying in 
the carrier sense range. To compute t lie 11 "' along a Ililltikiol) path, the adjusted 
numberof neighbors lying in the carrier sense range is as follows [109]. 
= rI . I 	\) 	 (6.6) 
where. 1 is (lie adjust iiient factor and is given by the following expression [109]. 
2.1521
(i_p). 
1 
T 
	 (6.7) 
The adjusted value of the number of neighbors. vas has to be used t.o compute 
the waiting time 11 "' (as it is a function of the number of nodes in carrier sense 
range) for a lrmlt•ihoj) path. 
In «•liat. follows. we present the results and discussion. 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
Let there be 100 nodes that are (listrihiltecl raz(loinb• in a region of area l000i:i x 
1000m. The transmission range of each i node is assumed to be 250111, unless and 
otherwise stated explicitly. The default value of time maximum number of time 
slots that may be available (if not occupied by neighboring nodes) is 20. 
Figure 6.1 shows the average waiting time as a function of the load factor 
of the (iueue. \\e observe that with all increase in the load factor. the average 
waiting time increases. The average waiting time when the nu lil)er of buffers 
equals to 10 is larger than the average waiting time when the number of buffers 
is 5. Time reason is that 1114)1(' 11(U11l)('1• of buffers('ause more ti me for a packet to 
as through the queue. In other words, a large numberof buffers gives rise to 
longer ctueuP5 to htlil(1 ill). an(i therefor('. the average waiting time is increased. 
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Figure 6. 1: Average waiting time (in milliseconds) as a function of the load factor. 
Figure 6.2 shows the average end-to-end delay as a function of the number of 
buffers for single hop and for the number of hops equal to 5. We observe that 
with an increase in the number of buffers, the average end-to-end delay slowly 
increases. The reason is that with an increase in the number of buffers, packets 
incur more time from the instance of their entries in the queue till the instance 
they become the HOL packet. Further. we observe that the average end-to-end 
delay increases with the increase in the number of hotrs along the path from the 
given source to the (destination. 
Figure 6.3 shows the probability of packet losses as a function of the load factor 
for the number of buffers equal to 5 and 10. We observe that with an increase 
in the load factor. the probability of packet losses increases. For low values 
of load factor, the probability of packet losses is almost zero. However, when 
the load factor increases beyond 0.3. the probability of packet lasses increases  
exponentially. The reason is that, increasing the load factor means that arrival 
rate has increased. If more and more packets arrive, there are increasing chances 
that the arriving packets find all buffers occupied, and therefore, the arriving 
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Figure 6.3: The probability of packet losses as a function of the load factor. 
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packets are lost.. which increase's the probability of packet losses. Further. we 
observe that the proha.hility of l)ackct losses increases less slowly for the number 
of buffers equal t c► 10 as compared to the sit uat ion when the number of buffers 
is equal to 5. The reason is that. increasing the number of buffers decreases the 
chances that an arriving packet finds all buffers Occupied. 
Figure (i.4 shows the prol)ihilitY of packet IuusS('S its U fiuic•ticm of the niWnhcr 
of buffers for the transmission range of each node in the network to he 150m and 
200ni. «'e• oh serve that as the number of buffers is increased. the probability of 
packet losses decreases cXj)oneiitiallV Au(l lecouiie5 almost zero for the ImIiIl)er 
of buffers beyond 8. The reason is t hat • if t here are more nu miber of buffers, 
the chances that an arriving packet finds all buffers occupied are less, thereby 
decreasing t-he I)rohahility of packet. losses. 
We coiiipare the performance if the 1)rol)osecl tprotocol, C'AQS. wit Ii ZCQ 
[115]. A\e have selected ZC'Q protocol because it also provides QoS in it TI'UNIA-
l>ascci ad lioc nct.work. We compare the two protocols on the basis of the paratu- 
cstcr that «•t' call Qt,S .sia r f tiff reit.a.o. The PParaiu('tt'r QOS tiizcce.SS ra,f.i.o re~})rt~se11ts 
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the miniber of packets that arrive at the destination before the expiry of their 
respective deadlines (divided by the total 11tlI11bei' of packets sent by the Source. 
Figure 6.5 shows QOS sizccCS'. IffJtl() as l IU U(•tion of packets sent by the source. 
We observe that the QoS success ratio of ZCQ is significantly less as compared 
to the proposed protocol called CAQS. The reasons is that CAQS identifies a 
path hetweell the given source and tll(, destination Ill such it IIlahI1er so that. 
delays due to the transmissions of the neighboring nodes of the individual nodes 
lying along tl1( l)~Lt.l1 an' mhitigateel. This enables the fI(~W of 1)a(•kets to 1•ceacII the 
(lestination before their respective deadlines or playollt delays. which accounts 
for an improvement in the QoS success ratio as compared to ZCQ. 
Figure 6.6 shows QoS success ratio its a function of max speed using random 
wa:ljpom.t nobility model with it pause tillle of 50 seconds alid the total sinlulilt.ion 
time 100 seconds. \t'c> observe that with an increase in the max speed. QoS 
success ratio decreases. The reason is that with an increase in the I1iUX speed, 
more routes fail. As a result, the I11un1)er of packets that are not able t.o llle('t 
their deadlines increases. thereby, decreasing the QoS success ratio. Further, 
QoS success ratio of the proposed protocol. CAQS. is significa1It.ly larger thanl 
that of ZCQ. Specifically. for the max speed of lm/s. QoS success ratio of CAQS 
is 2.24V/( larger than that of ZCQ. allci for the wa.'r speed of 5m /.s. QoS success 
ratio of CAQS is 7.431`,% larger than that of ZCQ. 
Ili what follows, \V( conclude the chapter. 
6.5 Conclusion 
Ili this chapter, We Pr0I)OS('(I a 1)rOto(.Ol for the provision of QoS ill is Inol.)ile 
ad lioc network that uses TDNIA at the \IAC layer. The (onitrilyult•ionti of the 
(IhaI)t(r are as follows. 
• We pI)J )()til'(1 it routing protocol for the provision (1f QOS in it 111( )hile a(I 
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lick network that is based on TD-NIA. III our protocol, the source tries to 
iclf'1itifti- a path that is capable of satisfvilig QoS tc(uireIIIeiItti of a flow of 
packets in terms of end-to-end delay. 
• We evaluated the perfornlauce of our protocol through simulations and 
compared it with the exist illt; protocols. AV'e observed that the proposed 
protocol performs better ill terms of QoS success ratio. 
II7 the next chapter. we coIncl1udf the thesis affd point out the future works. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Work 
To support multimedia applications, it is desirable that Ull ad hoc network has 
a pI'oviSion of QoS. However. the pN)VisioII of QoS in an ad hoc network Is a 
challenging task due to its inherent. characteristics. III this thesis, our main focus 
is on the provision of QoS in an ad hoc network where there can be multiple hops 
from a given source to it (lestinat.ion. The contributions made in the thesis are as 
follows. 
7.1 Contributions 
Iii (T/!aptcr 1. «-e provided VIII int rodu(t lull to the problem and (leSeril)Cd the 
motivation and objectives of the thesis. \Ve discussed an extensive survey- of the 
related research work carried out by of her researchers frolIi different perspectives. 
We grouped the related research presented ill the literature into differeilt cate-
gories and compared the research works of each category based on their basis. 
focus. and features. 
In order to provide QoS in terms of delay guarantees. one Ileeds to analyze 
the end-to-end delays frolu it given source to a destination. A major portion of 
the end-to-end delay consists of the queuing delays and NIAC delays added to the 
115 
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(le1avx 1I1(•ll1'r('(1 l)y a packet at ('21(•11 110(1(' lying along it l)atu from a ('i'vell source 
to a destination. The devices using IEEE 8()2.11 DCF at the MAC layer can be 
corlfigure(i either ill ad hoc luo(ie or ill illfrastru(•ttlre 1no(le. Therefore. to forrll 
all ad lioc Network. IEEE 802.11 DCF i,, ()f't ('ll used as it MAC layer protocol. Ill 
Ilse lust two up((mwt'; chapters of t.1i<• t li si, after Chapter 1. We analyzed IEEE 
802.11 DCF. 
In Chapter 2, we analyzed end-to-end delays along a path from a given source 
to a (lestination ill an ad hoc network t lint uses 1F1 1; 802.11 I)C F as a MAC layer 
protocol tinder saturation conditions. The contribution-, 111a(ie ill this chapter are 
as follows. 
• We decouple(l the (jileltei11f; (lelays at the network layer from the MAC layer 
delays experienced by all HOL 1)a(ket in order to iiiake time analysis simple. 
We analyzed the end-to-end delays along a I)atll frolll a given source to it 
destination. 
• `\'e au?lyze(l the (1E('ctiW0 ci1(l-t( )-cild l(55 1)c(,l)?ll)ilitV that iiICQFh(uates 
packet losses due to huller overile)w arni packet losses due to backofl process 
at each node along a path frolil a given source to a destination. 
• WWr a11a1eze(1 the t11rou;1l1)l1t. for single hop as well as for a path that may 
c()llsists of multiple hops from a given source to a (lestillatioll. The ex-
1)ressiull for the throughput ilicorporates the effect of losses (lute to buffer 
overflow a 11(1 1)ackof process. 
• Io validate our analysis, the carried out. simulations and observed that the 
alleles of the average ('11(1-to-(end delay obtained through simulations closely 
match to the aMalvtic?1l \- Illll :s. 
• Specifically. for the basic rtcc(>>S iBccimaiiislil and for collision probability 
0.01. the ditfereiice betNveell 1 h analytical awl ,irnll1latioll values of the 
average end-to-end delay is 0.703(Y < . A Io )reover. in case of the R`I'S/CTS 
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mechanism, for collision probability 0.01, the difference between the values 
of the average end-to-end delay obtained analytically and through simula-
tions is 4.1422%x. 
• On the other hand, for the average throughput ; the trend of the analytical 
and simulation curves is similar to one another. 
• Further, we observed that the average end-to-end delay is significantly re-
duced in case of the RTS/CTS mechanism is compared to the basic access 
mechanism. This enable us to suggest the use of RTS/CTS mechanism for 
sufficiently large frames. 
Under saturation conditions the queues of nodes are assumed to be never 
empty, however, all nodes in an ad hoc network might not always be saturated. 
In Chapter 3, we analyzed IEEE 802.11 DCF for an ad hoc network under non-
saturation conditions where there is a possibility of an empty queue. The same 
parameters are considered for the analysis under nonsaturation conditions as 
those for saturation conditions. To validate the analysis, we carried out simu-
lations and observed that the values of the average end-to-end delay obtained 
through simulations are in accordance with the analytical values. Specifically, 
for the transmission range equal to 150;n and for collision probability 11.01, the 
difference between the analytical and simulation values of the average end-to-end 
delay is 12.6192`70. Moreover, for the basic access mechanism and for collision 
probability 0.01, the difference between the values of the average end-to-end de-
lay obtained analytically and through simulation is 0.1484%. On the other hand, 
in case of the mechanism with RTS/CTS. the difference between the values of 
the average end-Lo-end delay obtained analytically and through simulations is 
14.7168% for collision probability 0.01. 
IEEE 802.11 DCF does not have an inherent support for QoS, therefore, one 
needs to use a protocol explicitly for the provision of QoS in an ad hoc network. In 
Chapter 4. we proposed a protocol called Ylultipath Quality of Service Routing 
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(i\IQSR.) for the provision of QoS in an Sul hoc rictwork. Iii ottr protocol, the 
source identifies rrniltiple iiocle-nliSjoiat patbti to the destination satisfying the QoS 
constraints in terms of the end-to-end delay. The performance of the protocol is 
evaluated through simulations attcl compared with an existing protocol called Ad 
hoc QoS On-cieriiaBci Routing ( AQOR. ) _7-1]. We observed that the performance 
of the proposed protocol.:IQSR, is better than AQOR in terms of QoS success 
ratio. Specificallti. for a wax sjieecl of l it►?s. QoS success rat io of \I(BSR is 9.69X 
larger than that of AQOI3. 
Contrary to IEEE 802.11 DCF, IEEE 802.11c EDCA has an inherentsupport 
for QoS through the use of different priorities for different classes of traffic. Itr 
Chapter 5. we proposed a model for the analysis of IEEE 802.1 le EDCA for an 
ad hoc network. The contributions made in this chapterare as follows. 
• ()ttr tru lel is based on the C NN acid :\ITS clifferc~t►tidtic,tt. During the anal-
\-Si5. we focused oil the m-cn(tge t'ttci-for-ehol cielav iiic~ttrre(i by it I)kc~t along 
a path from a given source to a (lest.ination. and the average throughput. 
• We studied the effect of collision probabilityon the average end-to-end 
clela~s ihcforre'ni by packetsof ciifferodIt access categories. Also. we studied
the effect of transmission attemptraft c' c,it the average throuplil)trt of a node 
that belongs to an access category. 
• WVe observed that the average delays incurred by packets of different ac-
(('55 categories increase with the collision probabilityand their throughput 
decrease with an increase in the transmission attemptrate. 
• 'l To validate the analysis, NVe c•arricxl out simulations. AV'c' observed that the 
values of the average encl-tt>-end delay obtained through simulations are in 
conformance with tlie aualvt w al values. Specifically, for collision probability
0.01. the thffi1onces between the analytical and siiitiilation values of the 
average crfioi-tO-c 11(l delays for the traffics of :1C.3.1C,2.:1C1, and ACO are 
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6.9591`Y . 6.0320'X. 0.05--1G6 . and 2.9~ !G`% . respectively. 
In Chaptcr G, «'e proposed a protocol for i)roviclilig QOS in an ad floc network 
that uses TDMIA at the MAC laver. \VC proposed a routing protocol that we call 
Contention-Aware Quality of Service (CAQS) routing for the provision of QoS 
ill a mobile ad lioc network that is based on TD\IA. In our protocol. the source 
tries to identify a path that is capable of satisfying QoS requircnlents of a flow 
of packets ill terms of erid-to-end cielai . WVe evaluated the performance of the 
proposed protocol through siiiriiDtt.iolis ~irul observed that t lie proposed protocol 
performs better as compared to the existing 1prot.ocOls ill terms of QoS success 
ratio. QoS success ratio of the proposed protocol. CAQS. is signiticaMtly larger 
than that of ZCQ. Specifically, for the max .speed of lm/s. QoS success ratio of 
CAQS is 2.246'%, larger than that of ZCQ. 
Ill what. follows, we describe the work that can be carried out in future. 
7.2 Future Work 
Ill this section. We point otit 11(\V research l)rol)lerlls that, we elicouhtero(1 while 
carrying out the work presented ill this thesis. One may address tlleili in future. 
Some of them are as follows. 
. A key approximation that is common in the analytical models of IEEE 
802.11 DCF and IEEE 802.11e EDCA described till elate is the assumption 
of constant and independent collision probability of a packet transmitted by 
each station. regardless of the number of retransmissions already suffered. 
It has been shown in most of the ?Blyliea1 models that this dstig11lpt.ioni 
produces accurate results by comparing analytical results with those oh-
tained through sirfrulations. However, there nrigltt. be a situation where 
the collision probability depends on t he tnMBiber of retransmissions already 
srrffo'reM by a l)aekat. In fit ure. one may propose a M0'lel xvhe re the (he- 
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j)ell(lencie~ alliolig collision l)rohal>ilitY and the nu mber of retransmissions 
already suffered by the packet are taken into account. 
• 'I'fweffect of mobility on the performance of a QoS routing protocol has 
been evaluated using simulations. One may propose a model for an acl 
hoc network that addresses the cued of mobility analytically. For that 
purpose. ()Ile Illay need to (a1II1)iI1c' it hiobility Inodel with the analysis of 
IEEE 802.11 DC_'F or IEEE 802.11 EDCA and may design a routing protocol 
for providing the desired QoS. 
Further, one can designs all admission control algorithm and can see the effect 
of allowing newly arrived packets oil t lie delay or throughput guarantees of time 
flows already existing in the network. Another direction for future work can be 
that one may physically deploy the network and may study time effect of different 
parameters by running different mll(lioo/ Video applicat ions. 
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Appendix A 
M/M/1/K Queuing Model 
Let the packet. arrivals to it I1( (Ic ai1(1 tli(' se'rvi(ce 1)V the node be Poisso11 or 
random p1'OC( , e`':. In other words. the itlter-arrival times and inter-service times 
follow all expOIic'IItiUl (list ribution. Let. \ 1)e the arrival rate of packets at, a. node 
a.I1(l /1 be the service rate of the node. Let the ratio of the arrival rate a11(1 the 
service rate, often called atiIi=.o1i07i. he represelltecl by p. i.e. p = j . Let the 
i111IIiber of buffers at. the llocle be be finite and equal to K. A newly arrived 
packet when all buffers of the queue are occupied. is lost and never comes back. 
assume it First-Cowruc /,,st-S'ernc (FC'FS) service discipline. The difference 
of the t.1IUe Instants Wild! it j)aCket enters to the queue and when it. becomles the 
HOL packet is called the waiting time at the (j!leue or the cueuen1g cielaly. The 
probability that an arriving packet filids the queue full and is lost is called the loss 
probability. To compute the average queaciilg delays and the loss probability, we 
assume that an •\f/\J/ 1 /K queueing I1l(►clel is followed (as shown in Figure A.1). 
Figure A.2 shows state transition (hingra11 of a Continuous Time Mai•*ov 
Chain (C'MC) for an :111.11 j 1/K queue. Let. r1 . 0 < i < li he the probability 
that the number of packets in the queue is i. The rate equality principle states 
that the rate at - wlhich t lie process leaves is equal to the rate at which it enters. 
Note that the set. of equationswhich balaBle•c, t Ile rate at «'Iichi the process 
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enters each state with the rate at which It leaves that state is known as balance 
equabntor. Applying this principle to the .1I/.MI/1/1i Huelleuig model as shown 
in Figure A.2. we have the following set of l)a1ahee e(ltlations. 
	
State 	 Balance Equation 
() Ar t) = /c7rl 
I < i < (ti — 1) (A + /I)i; = )7r1_1 + /tit +1 
li 	 /r;< <; = A7ri-1 
III state 0, the process leaves only via an arrival, which occurs at. rate A, and 
hence the rate at which the process leaves state 0 is Air0. On the other handd. the 
process can enter state U only from state 1 via a cleparttire: hence. the rate at 
which the process enters state () is /cir 1 . Now consider state 1. 1 < i < (Ii — 1). 
The process call leave state '1 1)v an arrival, which occurs at rate A. or a (leparttire, 
which occurs at, rate tr. Hence, when in state i, the process will leave this state at 
a rate (A + p). Since the proportion of tinge the process is in state i is (A + p)~i,. 
On the other hand. state i can he entered from state i — 1 via an arrival or from 
state i + 1 via a departure. Hence. the rate at n-11ieh the process enters state i 
is Afft_I + stir, . The equat ion for state K is different because now state K can 
only be left via a (leperrtnrc since an arriving packet will not enter the stem 
when it is in state K. Also. state K can now only lie entered froiv state K — 1. 
as there is no longer a state K --- 1. via an arrival. 
Fo solve, we rewrite the set of balance equations as follows. 
7r1 = —T0 
IL 
\ 	1/</\—I7Ti±1 = —ii 	Ti r + 	t — —jai-1 	-  /' /I 
7I-1 = -ir1.-1. 	 (A.1) 
As mentioned1 earlier. % _ p. Solving the above set of equat ions in terms of 
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,TO, We get., 
I —I 	n 
E1 
7 	 + 
f) 	 ii. 	 (.2) 
1_ ing the fact that >2' 	= 	1. «'e (btidl. 
f~ 
(A.3)  
Or, 
TO = 7 	1• (A.` ) 
gsiih; (A.2) aiid (A.4). we get. 
— (A.5) 
The loss probability is the probability I hat an arriving packet finds all buffers 
in the queue full. 	In other words. the loss probability, u1,0.y, = 7r 	. which is as 
fs )lloWS. 
if U<p< 1 
~:-- I 	if 	1,=1. 
The average number of packets in the system. N. is given by, 
= 	7T(1 E 1 /)i 
i=() 
— _fat:+l (A.i) 
Equation 	A.,) can be 	illlplified Using the following i(_lent.ity. 
1~ 	P — (11 + 1)f)"-1 + A1)K+2 • E lfl' = (A.8)  
— 1 ) 1=0 (N 	
a 
Using (A.8), the average Ill iinber of packets 111 the system is given by 
—_ 1---~,-! if  f U< /) < 1 
(A.9)  
1± 	 if f)=1. 
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Arrivals 	Departures 
- iJ___ 
Queue 	Server 
Figure A.1: A model for :11,'.1I/1 j li queue. 
x 	 A 	 A 
it 	 2 I 	 3 	 1 	 ' h I 
N 	 N 	 N 	 N 	 N 
Figure A.2: A Corr-tinuou.s Time Mm -kotr Chain (CT\IC) for .\I/.I/1 IN queue. 
For deriving IT the expected amount of tithe a customer (here it l)a(ket) 
spciids in the Svsttem. since the fraction of arrivals that actually enters the System 
is 1 — r f; . t la,refore. t he effective arrival rate is. 
Aeff = ,A(1 — irk ) 
_ ,\ 1 _ p'(1 	1) ) 1 _ pK+t 
1— +1— t)K(1_P) 
1—/)'
_ \ 1 _ f,I:+t 
The average waiting time in the 011('iie is given I)y. 
A' 
Using (A.7). (AS). (A.11)). and (A.11). we have. 
h 
if P —1 2.\ 
(A.10)  
(A.11)  
(A.12)  
The (lcrivatictt of the above equation is given in Lemma 3 in Appendix. 
A proof for the average waiting time vu(ler M1.1111; 'Ii model. which is given 
by (A.12). is given by the following leiatnl. 
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Leniina 3 The average waiting time in the queue und(r _ll/.11/l i li model is as 
> _ ti;, if O</)< 1 
ll'= 	r, (1 N 	1,, 
1
l . r. .,~ 	 if 
111( (Ix)l-( -.sioti ft)! 11w iuutidbr of packet., in the system iS (a given by (Al)) 
i p, 
where. the suns of t.lw series is. 
r f)-{/\ 	; 	l,, r; .1 	I.r:+ 2 
t _u (f)- 1)- 
Therefore. average number of packets in the systeii. for O < p < 1 is. 
1 - f) p - (A + 1)/pK-I + Ii f)'+2 
1 -h +1 (1)- 1) ' 
1 p - (K + 1),) +l + l 1)K±2 
= 	1 - I 
/r 1-(K 	} 	I)tr±lip" 	t 
1 - f) 1 	E)r`-I (A.13) 
Using (!x.10). the average waiting time. fur 0 < p < 1, is, 
p 1 -(J, +1)E,"+1p"-:' 1_I,r:+t [t' 	_ 
I - t) 1 	-- pr: +' 
XA 1 	/)h. 
p 1 - (Ii + 1)f)' + Ii pr` 
_ 	\(1- /)) 1- f ,i: 
1 _ 1 1-1 f>" - p"+Iipph 
Er 1-E~ 1-p" 
_ 	1 1 1 - f) ' - Ii />r`  (1 - 1)) 
F r 1 _ t~ 1 - 
1 1 Ii frr`  (1 - p) 
li 1-I)  1- 1,r: 
1 _ 1 j) (i\.14) 
/1 1-p 1-frr`  
For p = 1. using the value of r1- from (A.6). we have, 
1 l OT = \(l - 
 
C 
li = :\ 	 (A.15) 
Ii 1 
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Therefore, using (a.9) for the value of X fur p = 1. we have 
	
11 	
K 
2A . 	 (A.16) 
Lemma 4 Tb( qrinti< 	is gic'eia by the following expression. 
1—'_ 	if 0<p<1 
1 - 7r- 	 1 (A. l r l if 	= 1 
The !1lunviII, i the Xlae~•iulI of k• which is the saiiie as that given by (A.6). 
= 	1. 	if o < p < 1 
1 
i.f1 	if  
I h' 	%-V XI>rI''Si '11. ft i p < 1. we have. 
gyf` 1 — 
1 — F~I~+1 
1 — ILK +1 — jK + pKi-1 
1 - I~Ji+l 
1 — F~I~ 
— 1 _ t)A+l . 	 (A.18) 
The expression of ;r,l for p < 1 is given by (A.4). which is repro(lllceci below. 
1 —P 
i`11 = 1 - Pti+1 
Therefore, for p < 1, 
r° _ P 	 (1.19) 
1 —7r1 	1 — t)Ic 
For E) = 1 . we have, 
I 
7rK h+1 
Therefore. 
1 1 — 7r t; = 1— 
li 	l 
1' (a.20) 
I'+1 
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Now, we caii write ir0 as follows. 
1 7`t ) = 1-. 
= 	 (A.21) 
Using (A.21). for E) = 1, we have. 
~1=0 1 
1 
1 K (A.22)• 
As a result, using (A.20) and (A.22). for 1) = 1. we have, 
T„ _ 1 
(A.23) 1 — 7r l; 	Ii  
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